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CHAPTER I
A MIGRANT CHILD SPEAKS
In order that the reader of this dissertation may at the very
outset get the "feel" of the so-called "Migrant", this introductory
chapter is presented, not from the documented, factual standpoint,
but rather,

8S

nearly as the writer can sense it, from many contacts

with Migrants, from the viewpoint of the Migrant himself.
While the words that follow are in no sense a quotation, all
the points are true.

These incidents did not all happen to one child,

but all of them did happen to Migrant children.

Therefore, for the

sake of this presentation, all have been gathered into the story of
one composite child, and told in the first person.
I am

8

child.

A few years ago I came into the world, like

you did, created in the image of God, but perhaps unlike you, with
a very humble birth.

I am told that Jesus had a humble birth, too.

All the possibilities of manhood lie within me, to be developed, for
good or for bad.
My mother says I waS a cuddly baby.
mother loved you.

She loved me like your

Then I became a curly-haired little boy.· My eyes

were filled with wonder, and my heart with eagerness to live and
learn.
I WaS born in America, where all men are supposed to be created free and equal.

I was told that America is the land of the

free, and the home of the brave.

I do not live in India, where

children are bound by caste, ignorance, and superstition, but in wonderful America.
- 1-

- 2 -

Yet, I soon found I was different from many American children.
All my life I havo sensed it.
American children.

I was not born in a hospital like many

I was born in a tent, on a pallet, on the ground.

There were no immaculate sheets, ne careful, trained nurses.

My

father says I would have been born in a hospital, but there Was no
money to pay the bills, for there was no work that he could get right
then.
My people tell me of an aunt who was expecting a little baby.
She, with a group of others, rode all the way from Texas to Michigan
in a truck that was so crowded they had to stand up during most of the
trip.

Shortly after arriving, both she and the baby died.

Is there

any real reason why my mother and my aunt couldn't have goed care
like other American mothers?
It seems to me that from my earliest memory I have been in
fields "picking" with my parents.
night, we have picked.

From early morning until late at

It has been oranges, grapefruit, strawberries,

su~ar beets, cherries, berries in swamps, onions, beans, tomatoes;
in fact, we have picked and picked, and at times I have been, oh,
tired.

It's dirty work, too.

BO

Even if the children of the communities

were friendly, sometimes I felt too tired and dirty to respond.
!i'ora long time I couldn't read and write.
taught me.

At first nobody

You see, I had to help oarn the living, or take care of

my small brothers and sisters.

Sometimes children of the communities

where we worked stared at me and made fun of me.
times it made me afraid.

It hurt, and some-

But I couldn't have gone to school rogularly

anyway, for wo would be in ono place only a few weeks at a time, or a
few months at the moat.

-:mi
>.~

i
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I never could understand some of the unkind things people
would sometimes say to us. We came to help them harvest their crops.
How could we knew exactly what day that work would begin?

In certain

places, if we would arrive a week before the harvesting began, some
of the folks oalled

US

"bums".

If we didn't leave within a day or

80

after the harvesting was completed, the attitude seemed to be again
that we were "bums".
I have beon mado keenly aware of the unfavorable feelings
some people have toward pickers.

We're used to it, but it hurts.

Some of our piokers become bitter about it as the years go by.

Some people call children like me "Konimaka", or

skin is white.

"Arkies", or "Okiee".
the pickers.

Sometimes there are black children amongst

I know sometimes they are afraid.

There are towns

where they are told to move on, "No lUggers allowed".
little brown ..
skinned children, too~
"Greasers".
and make it

There are

Sometimes people call them

I don't understand why people call children such names,
90

hateful when they do it.

I have brothers who fought in tho army.
for liberty.

My

One of them died

When my other brother gets back, will he have liberty1

What i.6liberty?
Do I go to church1

On Sunday I used to see little boys and

girls with eyes dancing, with voices light with laughter, going to
Sunday School in fresh clean clothes.

I used to think how nice it

must be, but I had to be out picking, or tending to the kids.

Of

course, back then, I would have liked to have gone to Sunday School.
But one day our lives began to change.
came to us.

They were kind.

Some strange people

They gave us little gifts.

We watched

- 4 -

them suspiciously at first.

What did they want?

We thought, "People

just don't do things like that without having some axe to grind. It
But they said they did it because they were Christians, and they
loved us.

They said they were from the Home Missions Council.

After the hard work waS over for the day, they gathered us
together.

Dad and Mom seemed to understand some of it. At first I

didn't understand it, but I loved it.
not had many people who loved me.

They loved me, too, and I've

I thought it was wonderful.

I remember one time when my sister bad an awful cough.
Was down in Arkansas.
to the doctor.

The man, called the "preacher," took my sister

We were out of work just then.

paid, and he said an X-ray was necessary.
had no money_

It

The doctor had to be

Who would pay for it? We

The local civil authorities couldn't pay, for we weren't

permanent residents.

The local Red Cross sent the preacher to tho

capital for state help.

But we weren't citizens.

So finally the

preacher got mad, and went down into his own pocket, and paid for the
X-ray.

My sister had tuberculosis.

After an awful lot of work the

preacher got her admitted to a special hospital somewhere.
not citizens anywhere.

We are

We can't get help, unless someone like these

people from the Home Missions Council steps in and help us get it.
The workers gather the little children around and tell them
stories about Jesus and about God.

The preacher preaches.

Back in

those days when the workers frcm the Council first came to us, as
Mom and Dad would listen to them, they would get kind of dreamy sometimes, like they were thinking of things past and gone.
Another thing the workers do is to bring games like soft-ball.
They teach children to read.

They hold Sunday School classes.

They

- 5 i

visit our homes, and don't seem to feel like we are dirty.

J

Mom and Dad with some of their problems.

i
I

I

i

They've helped my brother go to school.

They help

They say he will

i

I

get to go to college.

Mom and Dad are prouD

of my brother.

He says

he's going to be a preacher, too, and help other little kids like the
Council workers have helped us.
I remember so well when things really first began to be better
in our home.

It was Christmas Eve, in the Rio Grande Valley.

We were

there to pick citrus fruit •. There were probably two hundred of us in
the camp.

There was no electricity.

the Christmas story acted cut.

The preacher wanted us to have

He took my sister, the one that was

sick later, and put a shawl over her head.

He took a little prune

box, and put some straw in it, and fixed a flash-light so it would
shew on her face.

Boy, she was pretty!

Jesus from his Bible.

He read about the birth of

After it was allover,

edge up te the preacher out front.

I saw my Dad kind of

Dad had on dirty, torn overalls.

He hiked one leg up on the bumper of a car, and said, "Preacher, you
know I've been a bad man.
the mother

0'

But aeein' my daughter play the part of

Jesus, has done somethin' to me.

I want to be a better

man. tI The preacher talked with him, and they prayed.
things have been different.

Since then,

There has been schoel whenever we can

get it. We've lived better, too.

It just seems like a new spirit

has taken hold of Dad and Mom.
You folkS in Indiana might like to know what I think of you.
Well, some people in Indiana treat us kind of bad.

I guess we do

some bad things, too.

Maybe they would, too, if they had to live

like we do sometimes.

I will say though, that since that day in the

Rio Grande Valley, we've tried to live right, and it seems like folks

~
J

have been nicer

to us, tee.

II'or one thing we meet a lot

of wonderful

.1

I

I

people when we go to church, and when vie go to achcoL,
Some of your people in Indiana

I

II

Uissicns
invite

Council workers do.

They talk

to us like

us to Sunday School and to Chur ch ,

play v.>ith us.
coler

'1'0

those :folk itseoms

of the child's
A great

like

seem to feel

skin is.

like

thousands

really

many of the people who treat

of little
I tell

Christians

children

you I'm thankful

that

have come into my life.

They

wba't the

seem to love us,

De yeu knew, when I grow
I've

heard there

these

people who say they are

They quete a Scripture

ye have done it unto me."l

to Ldve so as to help people,

too.

are

Migrants in the United States.

ver ee

acrrst i.rcea t "Inasmuch as ya have d ella it unto one of the least
my brethren,

will

us kindly aro Christians,

kids like me.

called

friends.

to make no difference

Some folks

te help ether little

the Home

Seme of the children

the HomeMissions Council wcr-kers are.

up, I'd

like

I like

that

verse,

of th ese

and I want

CHAPTER II
BEGnININGS

OF MIGRANCY

Basically, all social problems, as far as we knew them, are
in or among people.

Social movements, economic necessities, educa-

tional responsibilities, and so on through the entire gamut of social
classifications, all in final analysis, are the struggle of people
in this business we call life.
The Migrant story is the life-story of people.

Sometimes

these people are struggling; sometimes they are 'indolent.
times the story is heart-rending.
seeking a means of livelihood.

Some-

But it is the story of people,
Perhaps at times they fall into the

general classification of lagrant by following a line of life that
at firs.t promises a way out of an immediate economic crisis, and
then the line of life becomes a permanent pattern of life.
Harvest Handa
In a sense the transitory farm laborer is not nGW.

As long

as forty years ago, every summer, there were great influxes of
"Harvest hands" who would move into the towns and cities of KansaS
to be hired.l

This group included a great variety of workers.

There were husbands of families on marginal income levels, college
.youths "following the harvest", and not a few of the drifters of the
good old U. S. A., then known as "hoboes".
the criminal type.

There were even some of

Many of them followed the wheat harvest from

lKansas HandbOOk of Harvest Labor, Kansas A.gricultural Extension Service;Circular No. 23.

...
7-

- 8 Oklahoma to the Dakotas.

They were men only; families

ware seldom

involved.
The Term "Migrant" Means...Teday's Migrant picture
on the road, in addition

specifically

itself.

in picking and packing.

cities

adjacent

crops that

Though late

to industrial

the term lIMigrant" in this
great

social

applies

s.pecifically

presentation

a lot

centers,

of hand labor

creating

and that

dissertation

it

labor

years have seen an equally
workers,

pro-

at times ngn

almost overnight,l

does not apply in any sense

to the transitory

to industry.
farm laborer,

and/or related,

and other closely

are

The term

or transitory

require

problem as related

employed in such seasonal
canning factories

farm labor,

amongst industrial

to this

whole families

However, in this

to transitory

in connection wi.t h perishable

nounced migration

in that

to many men without families.

"Migrant" almost explains
applies

differs

Herein it
including

agricultural

related

people

features

as

agencies.

Sources of Migrancy
This migration

of families

sources.

The "depression"

families,

wiped out their

originated

of the late
holdings

by this
Indiana,

and discouraged

method.

1920's disinherited

Because of repeated

families

the

crop failures,

of the Dakotas sought employment

In 1941, in a group living

was a college professor

many

in communities, and they "hit

road" in search of a livelihood.
dislocated

from a nmnber of

in the park at Greentown,

and family from this

last

named

--------------------------------------------------------------------1t1Transient
R. XLV(Octcber,

and Hornepopulation

1937), 868-70.

in 12 Cities",

Monthly Labor,

- 9 ..
acur ce

Families were "blown out" of the "dust bowl" of Kansas and

eo

,

Oklahoma.-

That "dust bowlttwas no joke.

For instance, Rev. Walter

Scarbrough, a personal friend; a pastor who chose to stay with his
people, in western KansaS, died of a lung condition caused by dust
in the air.

FamilieS were "flooded out" of the Ohio River Valley,

and the MissisSippi River Valley_

Anyone who traveled between

Memphis, Tennessee and Little Rock, Arkansas in the late 20's can
testify to the bleak desolation of the Mississippi River Valley.
the early

39'S

In

the federal government sought to stabilize the nation-

al economy, and one phase was the AAA program, which in the layman's
language "paid the farmer for crops he did not raise", in order to
bring the economy of surplus to an economy of scarcity.

Sharecroppers

of the South, who had been eking out a more or less miserable living
through that medium, found themselves definitely not needed, for crops
were not to be raised.

With no income, and evicted from their homes,

sometimes almost by force, where were they to go but elsewhere?
Rev. Ellis Marshburn, Midwestern Supervisor of the Home Missions Council of North America, stated to the writer in a letter
dated october 9, 1950:
I would add to the causes that you have listed, the industrialization of agriculture caused by the great increase of corporation farming. These corporations are able to buy land by the
thousand acres, are able to manipulate markets so as to force
out the smaller competitor. They also use large tractors, gang
plows" expensive cultivators, and speCialized harvest machines
such as the cotton picker, potato digger, and beet lifter.
ProbablY machines have made more migrants than all floods, dust
bowls, crop failures, and foreclosures put together. This combined trend toward large operations and machanism continues.
l"Dustbowlers Worry California", Business Week, (April 10,

1939), 33-4.
R. L. Neuberger, "Refugees From the Dust Bowl. 200,000
Good Americans Are Living in lasery", Current History, L {April,

1939), 32-35.

- 10 ..
'l'his gradual
interest

rise

of the Migrant population

by many of the current

has been follo\7ed with

periodicals.l

Numbers of Migrants
'l'he number of Migrant laborers

in the United states

time reached an all

time high of eight to ten millions,

includ ad industrial

Migrants,

The figure
again

in recent

as well as agricultural

years has become considerably

quote from the recently

mentioned letter

IItSericus Problems in Migratory
(November, 1929), 1133.
"Check on Rolline; Stonos",

15,1931),

LXV (1~rch

at- one

but this
Migrants.

less.

We will

by Rev. Ellis

Marshburn:

Child Workers",. Hygeia t VII

Georgia Social

Servic e Exchange,

65-66.

M. A. Boden, "No Shoes",

Survey, LXVII (1'1arch 13, 1932), 674-5.

G. E. Kimble, ItFootloose Families",
1932),124.
"300,000 Transients
LII (October, 1937), 123.

Survey, LXVIII (May 1,

Pese Knotty Pr-obl ema'", Aroerican ~itx.'

E. Wickenden, "Transiency-Mobility
LXXIII (November, 1937), 362.

in Trouble",

Survey,

c. Beals, "Migs, America's Shantytown on Wheels", Ferum,
XCIX (January, 1938), 10-15, and Reader's pigest, XXXII (February,
1938), 607-9.

"

"Farm Transient",
"Campbell's

NevJsweek, XIII

Town, California",

(March 6, 1939), 46.

~,

XXXIII (April

10, 1939),

18.
(April,

P. H. Smith, "Epitaph
1938), 554-6.

for the Trailer

"lI"ligrant La born, Fortune,

XIX (April,

H. Paul Oanad, "lAm a Trnnsient",

Dr-eam'", Harper,

CLXXVI

1939), 90-100.

Forum, XIX (May, 1939),

47-50.
T. O. Brien,

7, 1938), t1J7-9.

"Move On, You~", Commonwealth, XXVIII (November

- 11 -

The figure of eight to ten millions is correct for Migrant
laborers, but it happens to include industrial Migrants as well
as agricultural Migrants. The '38·'40 figures for Migrant labor
in agriculture would probably be between three and four million
persons. (These are simply guesses. The U. S. Department of
Labor, Agriculture, and Commerce would tell you that their figures for this period are estimates.) In 1948 a nationewide
simultaneous survey of all areas in which Migrants were working
disclosed that there were 880,000 adult workers. It is estimated that there are at least an equal number of unemployed women
and children, which would bring the '48 total of Migrants in
agriculture to something more than cne and one-half million.
My own judgment is that this is somewhat low.
community Attitudes
Many communities resented the presence of these people.'
Many times they were the objects of slurs.

Those from Oklahoma

were "Okies", and those from Arkansas were "Arkies".

From Kentucky

came families seeking higher wages, and they were dubbed "Kentucks"
or "Hill-Billies".

The Kentuckian is a man of tradition, frequently

with clannish loyalties, and pride, as well as some of the very
finest type of loyalty to his friends.
deeply religious.

Many times Kentuckians are

Those who have talcen mission schools into the

Kentucky mountains have found open and fertile minds that have given
l
loyal and intelligent responses to the message of Christ.
Out of
these differing backgrounds, no words'can tell the discouragements,
the clashes, the hopelessnesses, the bitternesses, and like problems

that arose.

Where in America could there be a more fertile field

for Communism on the one hand, or a greater opportunity for Christianity on the other~

In those people, frequently coming out of al-

most desperate economic backgrounds, with the urge of independence
lPublicity of ~. Carmel High School, Lawson, Breathitt
County, Kentucky, and of Henderson Settlement, Frakes, Kentucky.

- 12 that is so basically American, carrying with them old prejudices,
such as, for illustraticn, some carry toward the Negro, wi·th new animvsities built up by injustices and attitudes, both real and imagined,
in community after comnunity, has developed one of the most dynamicallycrucial situations in the history of our American nation.
The Home Missions Council
When the Migrant movement b~an to become a fixed, social
pattern, the Christian Ohurch of necessity had to move to meet the
need.l

Since the program of the Home Missions Council as it deals

with Migrants will be dealt with a bit more in detail later, at this
2

point we will simply refer to the source of literature in this field.
In the early days, when the organization from the Christian
standpoint was as yet learning methods and procedures, sometimes
conditions were desperate.

To illustrate we will cite the experience

of one of the early staff Workers, Rev. Ernest Culpepper, a.Negro
minister, who started hiS Vlork in a "jungle" in southern Illinois.3
He found human beings of his race living beneath the trees, in tho
most destitute d.rcumstances.
sage.

They were not interested in his mes e

When they returned at night from their hard \York fer a meager

wage, they were tired, dog-tired.

He noticed they had sores on

1M. A. Da.w-ber,"What Is NO';;in Home Missions?", Missionary
Review of the World, LXII (June, 1939), 279-81.
.

~--~-- ---

~

2publicity of 'I'heHome Missions Oouncil of North America,
127 N. Dearborn st., Chicago, Ill.
3Speech by ReV. Ernest Culpepper, at Staff Training Conference, Home 1.[issionsCouncil of North America, meeting in June, 1943,
at Benton Harbor, Michigan.

- 13 their feet, from partial shoes, or no shoes, and from the conditions
under which they labored.

He got a bottle of foot medicine, some

gauze, and such items, and asked one person if he could help by
doctoring the sore feet.

Within twenty-rour hours he had all the

patients he oould care for, and as he cared for sore feet, 'b:e.i:ministered to sore souls.
Michigan.

He followed these people to Berrien County,

From this start, with these people, has grown one of the

finest pieces of Migrant Vlork in the Midwest, a year-round Rural
Christian Fellowship, primarily amongst Negro Migrants, under the
leadership of Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Culpepper.

One of the finest

evenings of Christian fellowship the writer can remember waS one
spent in ene of the homes of this group in Michigan.
humble.

The home vias

The follows.hip that evening was heavenly, and it included

Staff-workers in training and a group of fine redeemed Negroes.
Migrant Cycles
Perishable crops needing hand labor~, such as strawberries,
cherries, beets, tomatoes, and beans, gradually developed regular
itineracies for transient farr.llaborers.. On this we will again
quote from the letter from Rev. Ellis Marshburn, mentioned previously:
There are three general Migrant cycles: East Coast, West
Coast, and Mississippi Valley. There are a number of crOBS
currents: TexaS to the Rocky Mountain states, Florida to Michigan, Oklahoma and Arkansas to California and back again.
Some people follow the same area cycle each year, and become
acquainted with others who folloW the same cy~le, with tovms, residents, and church workers, and gradually develop a sense of athomeness•

CHAPTER III
BEGINNInGS IN INDIANA
The main crop to demand Migrant labor in Indiana is tomatoes.
In Harshall County, piokles take this labor from early ~une throughout
the summer.

In st. Joseph County small··truck-crops for Chicago and

adjacent markets also employ heavily from this group throughout the entire sunmer ,

Also, in central Indiana, peas, ljma beans, and the

hybrid corn industry, which involves detasse11ing by hand, have increasingly taken a group· of these workers.
Size of Touato Production
To give an idea of the sizo of production in the tomato area,
we will give some general estimates of the 19,0 crop as given by Mr.
l
Everett A. Johnson, Howard County Agricultural Agent.
In Howard
County there were between 3,400 and 3,800 acres of tomatoes.
general average production waS about six tons to the acre.

The
Though 19,0

was a very poor year for tomatoes in Indiana in general, in Howard
County the spraying and dusting program had been introduced for the
first time on a major Bcale, and Mr. Johnson stated that Mr. George
Aydelott, field man for Libby, :McNeill, & Libby, Canners, had said that
he believed the program had increased their yeild at points as much as
four tons an acre.

The average price waS $2,,,0 a ton.

of the farmer alene, on a less-then-aVerage

From the angle

production year, the gross

income from this source was more than half a million dollars in the one
lstatement by Everett A. Johnson, personal interview.
- 14 ..
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county.

Howard County, and Bome other Indiana counties, as well, have

placed several times in the top 100 counties of the United states in
tomato production, and that in comparison with some of the large counl

ties of California.

Indiana lfigrants Leave for-Following the picking of the main Migrant crop in Indiana,
tomatoes, a group of the Indiana pickers will go to Michigan to complote
the sugar-beet crop, while others will go to the southern states to
pick cotton.

still others will go directly to the Rio Grande Valley,

where they will stay through the v/inter, and start the tour again the
next spring.

Of course, those who have come from the mountain regions

of the South will generally return to their homes.
Migrant Influx in Indiana Began-Our modern Migrant influx, as we know it today, began about
twenty years ago, in Indiana.

Home Missions Council workers ascer-

tained this information about ten years ago from the owners of the
Mitchell Industries at Windfall.

They were amongst the first to em-

ploy such labor.
Public Attention Began to Focus on Migrants-The Migrant picture over the nation vIaS coming into focus
for attention in the '20's.
cited on page 10.
oonsciousnes

s

Quite a number of magazine articles were

The very gradual way the problem came into public

may be seen from references in the Reader's Guide.

lU. 5. CenSUs of Agriculture, Tomato Harvest, Ranking Agril~
cultural Counties, 194,

..16 In the 1922-24 issue under Migrants, the reference says, "See tramps",
reflecting a social attitude, or lack of understanding.
only one reference in that issue.

There was

There was no reference directly to

Migrants in the 1919-21 issue of the Reader's Guide.
direct reference in the 1925-28 issue.

There was no

But from that point down to

the present, the Reader's Guide shown an abundance of valuable discussicn of the problem, which indicates an

awakened

,so:oialconscie"nce.

There have been sooe interesting books of ficticn written in
this realm, tco.1

One of these, "Grapes of Wrath", wHtten

in 1939,

by J. Steinbeck, pricked the public conscience rather deeply.
H.ural Life Movement Within the Churches
Within the churches in recent years has been growing a movement known as The Rural Life Movement.

At this point we will quote

from a letter, dated october 2, 1950, from Rev. Keith Hanley, of Gaaton,

Indiana,

wh

o was the first chairman of The Rural Life Committee

in the North Indiana Conference of the Methodist Church, and is
present chairman of the Indiana Migrant Committee.
1J. Steinbeck, ~ Dubio~~ ~tt1e~

The letter reads,

P. F. Collier and Son,

1936.
J. Steinbeck, QL MicJ!_and.Mell,Dodd, Mead, and Company,

1937.

-

J. Steinbeck, Grap~

1939.

£i Wrath,

The y~cMillan Company,

H. Skidmore, Hawkt~ N9s1, Doubleday, Doran, and Company,
1941.

w.
1945.

M. Camp, Sk~

~];1.!

Lg.l!.,
Doubleday, Doran, and Company,

- 17 liTheRural Movement has been growing for about 25 or 30 years, but
it began to take shape about 1940.
was held, I think, in 1943."

The first national convention

The agricultural Migrant problem is

definitely a rural problem, and to be faced earnestly by rural churches in areas where the Migrants work.
The trend toward mass production in agriculture by corpora ...
tions and large land owners waS pointed out in the previous chapter.
reThis trend i6 one of the vital concerns of the Rural Life Movement
ferred to above.

The dislocation of the small land-owner, and the

hiring of labor for hand picking and processing for seasonal cropS,
are both a part of this trend and of the Migrant picture.
The Writer "Comes Alivett to the Y.igrant Problem
About ten years ago, one summer day, Greentown, a rural
village in central Indiana, was stirred.

Person after person that

day spoke to the writer, who happened to be a pastor there then, "Do
you know a baby was born in the park last night~"

After several such

approaches the pastor went to the park, and found it true.

In a 'tent

that served as headquarters for the young parents, the grandparents,
another related married couple, and several children, about ten people
in all, with the mother on a pallet on the ground, the baby was born.
Upon inquiry, the pastor found tnat they had intended to have hospitalization, but since ,the crop waS about two weekS late, and since in
consequence there waS no money, they did the best they could.

Re-

membering another Little Child who waS bern in a manger, the pastor
wondered, "What is the future of this little cne r" The pastor's
wife gathered "baby things", mosquite netting, and such articles.
local lady volunteered a bed.

A

Soon the baby was "set up in business",

- 18 and in almost less time than it takes to tell it, the grandmother was
daily hanging up "baby things", unbelievably white and clean for such
surroundings.

Be it said to the credit of the medical profession,

that the doctor had done a conscientious pieoe of work.
There wer e about seventy souls in this camp, about half of them
children.

The pastor asked if they wc ul.dlike to have "church ser-

vices" on Saturday night.

They would.

So out went he and his wife,

only to find there was a "dra'wing" in town that night and that the
congregation had gone there.
for the next Friday night.

But they were earnestly invited back
Again they went, and with them a good

lady from the community, and her daughter.

The adults gathered around

the car, sitting en camp steols, car fenders, and the ground.

The

group sang, the uncle and father of the "babe" brought a "special",
a mountain ballad, a duet accompanied by a guitar, and then the message waS brought.

The three ladies who had come along conducted

8

serv-

ice at the same time for the children, and they were as diligent and
respectful a group of children as yeu would find anywhere.

A box

of graham crackers and a five pound piece of stick candy broken up
added "taste" to the service.

By the next week the crop was open,

and from some unknown source the "tenters" had been ordered out of
the park.

So, taking their tents, their trailers, their made-over

trucks, etc., they had moved out to "pick".

During that summer and

the next<tVlo, wherever that pastor met any of these people, he was
recognized as their friend.
It was in this groUP that he met a couple who were proudly
and sacrificially living to see their only son through a Michigan
college the next spring.

For two years, "Uncle Dave", who was a

leader of the camp, "threatened" that he and "Aunt Lottie" were

...19 "agcnna come to church next Sunday".

They never did, but their

friendship served as introduction into many a situation.

It waB

they who the next summer toek the pastor and a staff worker into
a woods one night and introduced them to a group of Arkansas folk,
sitting barefooted around a camp fire.

There they heard such witti-

cisms as, "I heard Arkansas invaded Indiana an' teok it without a
shot tt, and ttlheard the guvner waS a-cemin' up next week as Boon
as he got his

w.

P. A. check".

A deep croupy cough of a aick child

in a mother's armS served as a background.

Out of that contact came

into being a "church service" in the woods, to which Migrant people
drove for miles, and that service ministered to about sixty or seventy
people during the entire seasen.

'Twas this same Uncle Dave, having

become somev;pat established as an overseer, and having a "lH

ole runt

pig" given him by the farmer, who had the whole Staff out for roast
pig one summer night.

Two summers later Uncle Dave became critically

ill, and a Staff~vorker teok him and Aunt Lottie heme to Tennessee,
where Uncle Dave "Slipped the moorings of this earthly life".
Howard County Selected fer Initial Indiana Project
In october of the same year that the bayy was born in the
park, in 19411, there came to the meeting of the Houard County Ministerial Association a lady by the name of Aass Helen White, Midwestern Supervisor of the Home l'i6sions Council of North America,
accompanied by a young Dutch Reformed pastor and wife by the name of

.__----.-----------------------------k---------------------------lMinute

of the Howard County Min:i.sterialAssociation, 1941.
6

Report of Indiana Migrant .Committee.to Social Action Committee,
Dr. Herbert Huffman, Chairman, Ind1sna Counc11 of Churches, 1943.

- 2D Rev. and Mrs. Ennnit Waite.
ticnal Christian Church.
Ministerial

Aasccd.at-Lon

Miss White was a member of the CongregaThey had come to tell the member of the

that the Heme Missions Council, representing

the united arm of twenty-four of the major denominations of North
America, had for the past twenty-one years been pioneering in this
field of Christian ministry to l~grants.l
agency in the field.

The Council was the only

In conversation with family after family in

Michigan, their Staff-Workers found that many of the workers were
headed for Howard County, in Indiana.

The pickers were not thinking

of Kokomo, but of Hemlock, Windfall, Greontown, and rural tomato
centers.

Mrs. Alfred Lende, a Staff Worker, a Congregational Christian,

Vlhowas a trained nurse, had been sent by the Home Missions Council,
and had surveyed the area.

The Howard County lftnisterial Association

was asked to cooperate with the Home Missions Council in launching its
initial p,rogram of ministry to Migrants in Indiana.

Financially, they

were asked to Unde",rite ~lOO toward the expense of the first year,
the ensuing year, or 1942.

The pastors were atingle, for they had

seen the problem and had sought to minister, but they did not know the

..
I.

"how".

A county committee WaB appointed, with three ladies for the

Federated Missions2, which was the interdenominational

ladies'

group, and three ministers from the 1unisterial Association.
in 1942, the Home ~a6sions Counc~l Staff workers came.

Thus,

They were Rev.

and Mrs. Emmit Waite, referred to above, Who lived in Greentown, Mrs.
Alfred Lende, the trained nurse also referred to above, and Miss
lLetter from Rev. Ellis lf1lrshburn,Midwestern Supervisor of
Home Missions Council of North, America, October 9, 195'0, ··!Eigrant
work----ini tiated by the Council of Women for Home Missions in 1920."
2Minutes of Federated lias6ions, for 1941.

'

,..~
.. '
.

- 21 Veda Burge, a trained
waa a Methodist.
was a thorough

survey.

lived

school teacher,

who

in Kokomo, Their first

They found nearly three

to Howard County.

task
l

thousand Migrants

The survey reached well down into

County, the edge of Hamilton County, the edge of l.ifadison

County, and well
their

worker and public

These two ladies

in and adjacent
Tipton

social

over into Grant County.

own programs of ministry
Backing on state

Level--

These adjacent

counties

have

now.
the Indiana Council of Church Women

At about the same time that work began in Howard County,
11is8 White began making contacts
tacts

with the denominational

body on the state

level

headS.

level.

Two references

organization

in that

She made con...

The only interdenominational

she found to be the Indiana

Women. This was in 1942.
1'd.grants of this

on the state

are found to the work with

year.

1942, when Mrs. J. H. Smiley waS president,

Council of Church

The first

was April

when the state

14,

convention

met at Ft. Wayne:
The subj ect of the Migrant project originating
at Kokomowas
presented.
The chairman of this is Rev. W. J. Briggs of Kokomo,
with Mrs. Lawrence Green of Kokomoas co-chairman.
Elected to
this committee from the Indiana Council of Church Womenare }.~rs.
\'falter Gingery, MrS. C. H. Hettmansperger, and MrS. J. H. Smiley.
It was requested that layettes,
soaps, and baby powders be contributed
to this Cause. Local councilS are being asked to contribute
$20 •
collectivelY
to the lJiigrant project.
This was
0 00
approved by the Board of Directors.
The second reference

w.

was about the same in length,

J. Briggs spoke on the subject

to the Board of Directors

meeting at the Y. W. C. A. at Indianapolis.

when Rev.
meeting,

There is also a reference

----------------------'-----------lStaff

reports

North America, 1942.

on Howard County to HomeMissions

Council of

I

I '
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in the 1943 records of the organization.

This group gave backing to the program from the very start,
and has continued such active support-to the present.
The Indiana Council of Churches
2

The Indiana council of Churches waS formed en January 3, 1943.
Through the combined contacts of Miss Helen Vihite, and of the Indiana

Counc:i.lof lihurch Women, the Migrant work beccme, almost from the outset, one of the officially-sponsored

prcjects of the Indiana liouncil

of Churches.
Formation of the Indiana Migrant Committee
In 1944 the nominating committee of the Indiana Council of
Churches nominated the first state Migrant Committee, and the body
elected the list nominated.3

They asked the writer to serve as chair-

man, with Mrs. Ernef3t Carey of Marion as secretary-treasurer,

Mrs. J.

H. Smiley as representative of the Indiana Council of Church Women,
and Dr. Herbert tlu£fman, chairman of the Social Acticn Committee of
the Council of ChurcheS as an ex-officio member.

The Indiana Migrant

Committee become officially, "The D~vision on Migrant populations of
the Social Action Committee of the Indiana Council of Churches, in
Cooperation with the Indiana Council of Church Women, and the Home
Missions Council of North America".4

Dr. Ralph Holland, Executive

Secretary of the Indiana Council of Churches, and Miss Helen White,
lMinute

of the Indiana Council of Church Women, 1942 and 1943.
s
2:M1nutes of the Indiana Council of l.ihurches,1943.

3Indiana Church councilor, 1946.
4Indiana Migrant committee, 194.5, p , 4.
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1'Iidwestern Supervisor
-'7ere very important

not officially

'*

of the HomeMissions
counselling

Council of North America,

members of this

first

to the approval

of the nominating

personnel,

subject

committee of the Council of Churches.

meeting Dr. George Wise, the chairman of the Howard County

Migrant Committee, was added as publicity
County chairmen were early
the Indiana

though

so named.

This committee vms empowered to expand its

At the first

committee,

Migrant Committee.

chairman.

recognized

as ex-officio

Also representation

bodies was sought , with more or less

from denominational

success.

In 1945 the coramittee had become those
John Kendall,

members of

named above plus Mrs.

chairman of the Grant County Migrant Committee, Rev.

Ralph Davidson,

chairman of the Tipton County Migrant Committee, and

Rev. Fred Hill,

chairman of the Madison County Migrant Committoe.

In 1946 MrS. A. J. Leigeber
iug the Indiana
University,

council

Mrs. Smiley as represent-

of Church Women; Dr. O. F. Hall,

was added as chairman of the Educational

Hurd Allyn Drake represented
represented

Blackford

Dr .. Virgil

Kokomo replaced

the Presbyterian

stoner

represented

Hund, presid ont of Indiana
Dr. O. F. Hall;

Committee; Dr.

Church; Mr. Cecil

Kosciusko County.
University

Beeson

Huntington
That

Extension

Committee; Rev. J. B. Sparling

of Kokomo, became chairman of
succeeded Rev. Fred Hill

chairman of Madison County work, and Dr. Arthur Raabe succeeded
Vict or stoner

at

Miss Nora Angus became representative

for the Church of God; Dr. F. E. Friblay,
the Finance

of purdue

County; Rev. Keith Hanley represented

County; and Rev. Victor
fall

replaced

Rev.

as chairman of Kosciusko County work.

Early in 1946 MiSS Helen White waS succeeded by Rov.. Ellis

aa
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New York office of the Home Missions Council represented the Council
in the affairs of the Indiana Migrant vommittee.
By 1947 Rev. W. H. Harrell was representing Grant County,
and Rev. Marion King, Madison County.

Vlhen Rev. Ellis Marshburn first

took office, Rev. John Ferguson was guiding the work in Howard County,
and he waS succeeded shortly, in 1947, by Rev. Charles Cramer.

Mrs.

Earl Nelson, of Kokomo, waS elected that same year to membership on
the state Committee, becaUse of her wide experience in the field.
In 1948 the name of Rev. Dawson Liggett appears on the minutes
of the Indiana Migrant Committee, as representing Tipton County.

Rev.

Robert Byerly appears also as representing the Church of the Brethren.
In 1949 the nama of Rev. Merlin Cassell came aB representing
Marshall County.
These changes in personnel do not represent all the county
chairmen or all the Denominational representatives.

They do represent

those that were recorded through the years in the minutes of the Indiana Migrant Committee.
The list of officers and members of the Indiana Migrant Committee as presented to the Annual Assembly of the Indiana Council of
Churches in 1950 lwhich would represent the listing at the close of

1949 and the early part of 1950) follows:
Executive Committee
Rev. L. Keith Hanley, Chairman-------':"Huntington, Indiana
Miss Nora Angus, Secretary-treasurer-- Andersen, Indiana
Mrs. Earl Nelson, Vice:-chairman------- Kokomo, Indiana
Dr. Ralph Holland _-....
----- ..----- ..----- Indianapolis, Indiana
l~s. A. J. Leigeber--- -------------- Indianapolis, Indiana
Rev. Ellis MarshbUrn--- ------------- Chicago, Illinois
County Chairman
Blackford County--- Mr. Cecil Beeson- ..---- Hartford City, Indiana
Grant County------- Rev. W. H. Harrell---- Marion, Indiana
Howard County--"--" Mr. Lloyd Snyd er------ Kokomo, Indiana
Huntington County-- Rev. E. Paul Weaver---Hun'tlng'ton, Indiana

- 2, Marshall County---- Rev. Ivan Vlcods------- Plymouth, Indiana
Tipton County------ Rev. Dawson Liggett--- Windfall, Indiana
Denominational Representatives
Baptist------------ Rev. E. L Burley------ N~ricn, Indiana
Evangelical United Brethren-Rev. C. H. Abbett
Church of the Brethren-Rev. Robert Byerly---- Kokomo, Indiana
Church of God ------ Miss Nora JI.ngUB-------And erson, Ind Lana
Congregational Ohristian-Rev. ~~rcuS Johnson~M- Indianapolis, Indiana
Friends------------ Rev. Ernesi Mills----- Cambridge City, Indiana
Methodist---------- Hev. L. Keith Hanley-- R.R., Huntington, Indiana
Voted Members
Dr. George Wise------ French Lick, Indiana
Rev. Victor Stoner--- Wolcottville, Indiana
Rev. Theodore James-- Johnson County, Indiana
Mrs. E9 rl Nelson----- Kokomo, Indiana
This personnel shows the growth in program and organization of
the work in Indiana.
Publicity through the Indiana Council of Churches
As one of the sub-committees of the Indiana Council of'Churchas, the Indiana Migrant Committee has, through certain financial agreemen as to expense, received the finest type of publicity support from
the parent organization.

The mailing facilities of the Council of

Churches have served the cause ceaselessly, and the pack page of the
spring issue of the Indiana Church Councilor has year after year carried
the up-to-date story of the wor-k in Indiana.

CHAPTER rI
GROWTH OF THE MINISTRY TO MIGRANTS THROUGH 19,0
The work has grown rapidly.

The progress callbe checked

year after year by referring to the Indiana Ch\~ch Councilor, which
is the official organ of the Indiana Council of Churches.

One page

of the spring issue each yf!1).r
is given to Migrant work, and this
page is also reproduced in. quantity for distribution to ether points
than these regularly reached by the councilor itself.
Rapid Expansion
The initial project began in H~/ard County in 1942, after
research in 1941.1

Work began in Grant County in 1943, and Tipton and

lJadtson Counties organized to meet the issue in 1944.2
Huntington

and Koscuisko counties

In 1945

bad organized work going forward.3

In 1946 work began in Marshall Oounty, Hamilton Oounty, and in the
edge of

st.

Joseph Oounty, at Wallcerton.4
Independent Work

The work at Walkerton continued only cno year.
of St. Joseph County organized
Y.

w.

C.

Ii.'

to carry

lRoport

themselves

forward the ministry

of Indiana

The forces

undor the leader.hip
to quite

a large

Migrant Committee to Social

of tho
group of

Action Committ.. ,

Indiana o~~ncil of Ohurches, 1944.

---- -- ...

2Indiana Migrant oommitte~, 194"

___ ......----

p. 3.

=~~-- _-

3Indiana Ohurch OounciloL, 1946.
4Uinut as of Indiana Migrant oommittee, 1946.
'Oonference on Migrant Vlork, Y. W. C. A., South Bend, 1947.

- 27 transitory farm laborers living in that county.

This work was inde-

pendent of the Indiana Migrant Committee, though in no way opposed.
Work in Blackford County grew up independently under the
leadership of a layman of the Wesleyan Methodist Church, a rural mail
carrier, Mr. Cecil Beeson.1

He began his work in 1936, and carried

it f'crwar-dthe year round, to any transients, including workers on
the rail-road, as Vlell as the farm laborers.

When the Indiana Migrant

Committee became active, he blended his ~rogram with the state
program, becoming a member of the committee in 1946.

The next year

the ministers of Blackford County organized to support his efforts,
and a year or so later the American Bible Society helped underwrite
part of his work, for he was very efficient in the distribution of
the Scriptures.
other Counties
In 1944 attempts were made to set up work at Austin, Indiana,
in Scott County.
ed the effort.

Rev. Golden E. Northern, the Methodist pastor, headThere ar-e no written records of this attempt other

than letters between Rev. Golden Northern and the writer.

According

to verbal estimates, there were about a thousand permanent "Immigrants"
living in hastily constructed housing, plus another thousand Migrants
during the canning season.

These latter slept anywhere, in the open,

or on the floor where people were willing to rent them a room.

We will

quote from a letter from the Rev. Mr. Northern, March 20, 1944:
lIlA Letter to a Postman", ~
1945), 155..,6.

Societl. Record, (December,

"From Indiana", Buenas Nuevas, (April, 1946), 10.
"Want to Whistle?", Lutheran §:!:.andard,
(January 30, 1943), 11.

· - 28 We have four taverns. We have two thousand people her-es
We have no incorporated town. We have little or no police
protection. Everything is wide open and evil flourishes like
the green bay tree of old. We have four churches (none Can
touch these transients)--."
Though the situation was acute, and though the Ohristian
people wanted to meet the issue, we were unable to affect any working organization locally to meet the situation.

It is almost im-

possible to carry rO~Nard any work worthily Q~less there is a group
of local citizens who will give their active support and guidance.
Work was initiated in Johnson County, as I remember it, in
1947.

'l'hostaff Workers arrived, only to find that some very un-

pleasant situations had been created by some unwise newspaper publicity on poor housing.

A great deal of the Staff Workers' efforts

had to be spent in overcoming tensions created.

The net result was

that no organized work has been carried forward since, at least none
in connection with the Indiana Migrant Committee.
All counties adjacent to those where active work has been
carried forward, where there were Migrants, have been contacted by
the ministry of these County Committees and Staff Workers.

Thus it

is that the work has touched Miami County, Jay County, Wells County,
and Clinton County.
Numbers of Migrants
As mentioned in the previous chapter, the initial survey in
1942, mad e by the Home Missions Council Staff Workers, showed about
three thousand Migrants in and near Howard County.l

Some of these

lstaff reports on Howard County to Home Missions Council, 1942.

- 29 were in adjacent
ministry

counties

to Migrants.

that

soon developed their

The report

of' the Indiana

own program of

Migrant Committee

to the Annual Assembly of the Indiana

Council of Churches, reporting

for the year 1949 says,

5,000 people were contacted in

some fashion

with this

"An estimated

program in Indiana this

much lower than in previous
this

resource

figures

from the counties

to establish

the fact,

actually

in practically

in the field,

duction

there

crepS,

10,000 in

0

single

year.

of the

from Purdue University,

It must be

to the laborers

are some womenand children

ISI,OOO seasonal

of truck

is no

when the totalling

every camp, in addition

According to a report
nApproxunately
.

though there

served would bring the number of people

served by the program to nearly
remE:ll1oeredthat

This number Ls

years due to the reduced tomato acreage

year ," There have been times in the past,

printed

state.

year.

1Un._einp.;loy.ed.

for 1949,

f arm wo r k.er s are nee d e d' an \,h e pro.L

13,000 of which must come from outside

the

ttl
According to the Indiana

Employment Securi·t;y Division

number of Migrant workers in agricultural
1949 was 6,328,
Referring
lMigrant
Bulletin

activities

of whom 6,002. were from outside
to the 1950 report
Fatm ~oL

~

~,

the

of this

for the year
2
the state.

Security

Division,

purdue University,

we

Station

543, December, 19492Letter
from H. E. stoner, Farm Placement Supervisor,
Indiana Employment ~ecuritY Divj.sion, 141 South Meridian street,
Indianapolis,
Indiana, to Rev. Keith rfun1oy, January 11, 1950.

- 30 find the 1950 figures analyzed in a number of enlightening ways.l
The peak 1950 emplcyment of out-of-state employees in agricultural
and food-processing activities was 10,235.

The Security 'Division

covers the entire state in its activities.

However, the work is

divided into areas, rather than counties.

Thlrteen of these areas

showed a variance of employment of out-of-state labor of between
(approximately) 4,250 and 250 people.

The labor market also was

broken down by major crops, including this time, all labor. We give
only approximate figures.

Numbers employed varied from 10,000 in

the agricultural phase and 12,500 in the processing phase of
tomatoes tc about 800 in the agricultural phase of strawberries.
The seed corn industry took around 5,000 in the agricultural phases.
The pickle industry employed about 2,000 in the agricultural phase
and about 200,in the processing phase.
Racial Groups
When the work with Migrants first began in 1941 and 1942
most of the people ministered to were southern white people.

They

included the regular Migrant families, and also many families and
individuals from our mountain regions.

This latter group included

people from ~entucky, Tennessee, southern MiI3souri, Arkansas, and
eastern Oklahoma.

Gradually, year after year, a transition has come

until today the work ministers predominantly to the Texas Mexicans,
called "Texicanstt,

usually Spanish-speaking Americans.

6,328 laborers listed by the Indiana ~ployment

Of the

Division for 1949,

1Post-season ~
.
Labor Report, 19,0, ~
2£ Indiana
Ind1sna Employment Security DiviSion, 141 South Meridian Street,
Indianapolis, Indiana, p. 7, 41, 47, 48.
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4,252 were Texas Mexicans, or 67%.1 This is the most accurate figure
we

can obtain, though as we go into some counties, Howard County for

instance, it will seem that 95% of the pickers are "Texican".
years ago it

was

found that

a

fO'll

J!.

number of Mexican Nationals were here

illegally amongst this groUP.

The immigration authorities apprehended

sevo~al and returned them to Old Mexico.

This I know from personal

correspondence from the irr.migrationofficers at Cincinnati, which
offico covers this territory.
pickers
Incidentally, 1ftgrants do net like to be called Migrants.

It

sounds too much like a spider dangling on the end of a string, and
being studied.

My friend, Uncle Dave, referred to in a previous chap-

ter, told me this early in my ccntacts with these people.
to be called pickers, or harvesters.

They prefer

Also, unless the individual is

known to them to be a friend, one of the surest ways to close the door
of communica.tion in your own face is to start asking questions in the
sonse of filling out a questionnaire.
Imported Nationals
In the midst 01 the decad-a of the '40's, the war began increasine1y to absorb the white Migra.t.

The ycuth were taken into combat duty,

and old er people were taken into industry.

Our Fed er-aL Government

then made contracts with several neighboring nations and imported their
citizens to care fer this transitory farm labor need.

Mexican Nation-

ala came by tho thousands, and some found their way into Indiana.
lLetter from R. E. stoner, Farm Placement Supervisor, Indiana Employment Security Division, 141 South Meridian Street, Indianapolis Indiana, to Rev. Keith Hanley, January 11, 1950.

- 32 There was a group in Kokomothat

I knew personally,

Hartford

City to which Cecil Beason ministered.

Jamaica,

und from Haiti.

north

County, that

were British
Jamaicans
time,

City,

These were men, far from home,

and spoke English.

and Mexican Nationals

scme very unpleasant

with these

pointed

in the summer of 19,0,2 that

ish indeed by such practices
nations

to plant

Professor

in Ind Lana in the last

Americans would be very foolseeds of future

cited

three

ten years.

distinct

The first

The war changed the pattern,
from other

German war prisoners
personally

talked

at Butler

misunderstanding

with whomwe are supposed to be brotherly.

Vie have thus far

of NationalS

Alonzo F.

out in lecturing

Varying GroUPs Ministered

American.

for the first

In the case of the Mexican NationalS

were created.

Myers, of NeVIYork University,

some of the

discrimination

1

tensions

The Jamaicans

Incidentally,

met racial

here in the United states.

University

corner of l1~dison

eagerly to the program of ministry.

Colonials"

at the

and at the Frances Slocum Park, in Miami

I know of personally.

and they responded

There were men from

There were Jamaicans at Noblesville,

edge of Tipton County, at the northwest

County, nea r Hartford

and a group in

countrie~.

were used.

To
groupings

of Migrants

waS predominantly

and mixed in a large

At this

Anglonumber

same time a number of

There was a camp near Elwood, and I

to a group of these VJorking in the cannery LnlKokomo ,

The large.t group of ..ar prisoners worked from Camp Atterbury in neighboring cClIlllIunitl.e.
in the adjacent area.

Our ministry to the prisoners

1Mes ag given by Rev. Ellis }/srshburn, to Indiana Migrant
s e
Committee, in 1947.
2Lecture, "Educating Children for the World of Tomorrow", Alonzo

F. Myers, Elemsntary WorkshoP, Butler University, July 17-21, 19S0.
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was limited,

though the German Lutheran pastor

ward such ministry.

The third

where the preponderance

main grouping is that

is of the Spanish-speaking
Financial

The initial
itself.l

in Elwood did carry for-

resource

which we have now,

American-citiaen

Support

of fund s is from the HomeMissions Council

This is given in the form of paymeni or partial

ary to individual

Staff Workers, usually

the year around.

From within the state

sources.2

Tho first

major item

work is being carried
to the tctal

forward,

support

comes from the

funds. come from three

varying

Council of Church Women. The third
and individual

office

Council of Churches.

source of support

where

of the support

The second major item of suppor-t

churches,

named above a fifth

general

cemes from the counties

in amount from part

comes from individual
of tho Indiana

payment of sal-

Sta.ff Workers who are with them

of support

of the program.

Indiana

group.

donors,

In addition

comes diroct

major amount

routed thrrugh

the

to tho four sources

from Denominations and

'",

l
t'

jI:

Brotherhoods.

This takes

and a number of their

students

on the summer Staff,
and half

half

within

Chicago,

fields

IHome Missions
Illinois.

fron Phillips

where they serve.

Church allocated

At least

The Disciples

allocate

an amount:

Univarsi ty)

serve

support pai:j by funds from the DiscipleE,

and Church Extension

of the Methodist
our stai:e.3

forms.

(especial1y

of their

paid by the local

the Board of Missions
ference

various

For several

years

of the North Indiana Con$500 annually

two denominations,

to this

work

one the Dutch Reformed,

Council of North America, 127 N. Dearborn st.,

2Minutes of the Indiana Migrant Committee, every year.
3Uinutes of the Board of Missions and Church Extension
North Indiana Conference of the Methodist Ohur-eh,

of the

.".~

- 34 and one branch of the Mennonite, have in the past supported
supporting

full

the basic
cd.a

time ministers

supports

and their

wives in the field.

of the HomeMissions Council itse1£

Uigrant

supports

Also one

of the HomeMissions Council in the realm of

vlork comes from The World Day of Prayer offerings

the nation.l
Indiana,

'l'he Church of God Publishing

has helped toward the wor-k,

amount of printing
from its

One of

from the finan-

level.l

L angle is from Denominations of the national

of the basic

or are now

for the Indiana

own funds designated

across

House, at Anderson,

.At least

once it did a major

Migrant work, paying therefor
2

to missions.

Related Fields
As can easily
luted

fields,

labor,
this

be seen, work with Migrants involves

such us health,

education,

housing, items of child

minimumwage, and many other such factors.
point

deal \dth

these

fields,

many re-

I will

except as they relate

not at

;:;Ilo~
.....

~~j

'if I

C~.

.

to the

'

.

)

development of the total

work in Ind Lana ,

i~

...

In 1944 Dr. O. F. Hall,
serve

on the state

of Purdue University,

Committee from the educational

was asked to

standpoint.
"

Meanwhile, through its
built
fine

its

extension

own program of ministry

br-eakdown of their

asking.3

service,

research

to these peoples.
in the field

It must be remembered that

Committee seeks to lift

Purdue University

every level

has

Their very

may be had fer the

while the Indiana :Migrant
of liie

for the Migrant,

in

--------.------------.------------------------------.--------------1 Annual report
2Minutes,
Bulletin

of the HomeMissions Council of North America.

Indiana

Migrant Committee, 1944.

3Migrant ~
Labor ~
,43, December, 1949.

Indiana,

Purdue University,

Station

.'
.....~

- 3, many of these

realms it acts as an intermediary,

as an awakener of public
inforn~tion.
that

In some of these

of legislation,

other agencies
this

conscience,

or that

related

fieLds,

for illustration

of public

health,

or that

of the ministry

Gradually the Indiana
program of organization.
the additional

at times

and at times as a source of

are the proper channels.

Committee is that

serving

of education,

The distinctive

field

of

of the Church of Jesus Christ.

Migrant Commi
the

At the outset

has evolved its

it VIas authorized

own

to seek

counsel of persons needed, other than those named

on the Ccmmittee itself.

Therefore,

though official

representation

was never made as to membership on the Committee, the counsel of
the Indiana

Board of Health,

and the Indiana Board of Education has

been sought frODltime to time.
the Committee to include
and Denominational

The broadening of membership on

county chairmen as ex-officio

representation,

At the same place Vias carried

members,

Vias cited in the previous

the listing

chapter.

of the members on the

committee through the years.
New Leadership
In 1949 the state

in 1949

Committee was reorganized.

Shortly

after

he Was asked to serve as chairman of the Indiana Migrant Committee,
the l'!ri tar

WaS

asked by the Homel'lissions Council to serve as Migrant

Supervisor

for Indiana.

The combination had become an increasing

demand on time and strength.
latter
western

office

has become obsolete

Supervisor,

continued.

In 1949 he resd.gned both offices.

The

under the program of the new Mid-

Rev. F..llis lfa.rshburn, and so the office

was dia-

Rev. Keith Hanley, who for years had served efficiently

- 36 as the chairn~n of the Huntington County Vigrant Committee, became
chairman of the Indiana Migrant Committee.

1950
The officers of the Indiana Migrant Committee remained the
same for 1950 as they were in 1949, and they were listed in the preceding chapter.
We will conclud e this chapter by lifting up some tiems from
the 1950 report of the Indiana Migrant Committee.l

A new county in

the state Migrant picture, Benton County (Fowler, Indiana), near the
Illinois state line, was included.

It WaS a project with adults,

the children staying in the religious education program provided by
the Illinois Staff at Hoopeston, Illinois.

other fieldS served were

Blackford County, Grant County, Howard County, Huntington County,
Madison County, Marshall County, and Tipton County.

This waS a poor

crop-year in the mid-west, and the ministry of the Staff and of the
Christian people of Indiana WaS the more significant because of the
discouraging circumstances in which the pickers found themselves.

l{h Summary Report £!. :Migrant !££!:!s. in Ind iana, Summer, ~,
The Indiana Migrant Committee, of The Indiana Council of Churches,
Indiana Council of Church Women, The Home Missiona Council of North
America.

CHAPTER
V
WHAT IS THEACTUAL
PROGRAM?

A program of service

and elsewhere

tomorrO'"flbas to be so adaptable,

seems hard to grasp.
not,

If the picker will

then if the ministry

go to the picker.
to find

to a group of people who may be here today

is actually

that

go to your church, fine--

However, you may arrange for a church service,

The ministry

if

to carry forvlard, the church must

the people gone, when the day arrives.

be elastic.

to some people it

only

So the program has to

to the people thenselves,

the obj ect.Lve,

One might pause to wonder 11 that

every Christian

program.

not a program, is
should not be true

of

Stafr
The personnel
two sources.

The first.

serving

in this

program of ministry

arises

source is the Staff WorkerD furnished

from

by the

::::.-._11

..

..... ~I

'.

~
~

"

)

HomeMissions
The first

Council.

This group in turn Ls divided into two groups ..

is the permanent Staff Workers serving the year around and

moving with the pickers
are continuously
serve successively

from area to area.

This does not mean they

VIith the same group of pickers,
in the different

The second is the summer staff,

part

from colleges

two instances

when public

Rev. Ellis
Supervisor

and seminaries,

schoel teachers

Uarshburn,

pr eviously

of Migrant wcr-k, has a regular

.. 37 -

t·hat they

areas where cropS bring Migrant

concentrations.
of students

but rather

composed for the most
though I have known

wor-ked

on the summer Staff.

mentioned as the Mid\vesta- n
program of recruitment

- 38 and assigment of Staff Workers.

Fortunately, this work has the

genuine, vital, Christian challenge in it so that it attracts many
of the finest earnest young Christians, especially those who are
preparing for life-time Christian work.
are more applicaticnsthan
can be chosen.

Ccnsequently, usually there

can be accepted, and a high type youth

In studying the application blank one can readily

see hew such items as Christian standards, educaticn, consecration,
abilities, end plans for future life-work, enter the picture in the
selection of Staff.

We will quote verbatim the 1950 blank, entitled,

"Application for Migrant Work: Student"

-------

1. Name
Date
2. Present Address
_
3. Permanent Address
4. Appearance: weigh~
height
eyes
hair
race
condition of health
5. Marital Status: single
married
divorced
widowed __
number of children
ages
~ __~~~
__~-___
6. Church affiliation: member?
denomination? -~:---:~7. Education: Name of Institution Location ~
Completed Degrees
High 8chool;--- -College:
__
Graduate:
_
Special:
___

---.~---~---~~~~
:.::~.IIII;.
...

~IJIII

11111'

,"11
'-."
~,.

-----------------------------------------

,,,

Can you speak Spanish?
EngliBh?~~-------Previous experience with Spanish-speaking people?

-----

8. Previous Employment: Employer ~

Location

~

Salarx

....1

-"'
.........

~,.

.

----~-----------.-------------------------,--------------------

9. In.V;hat~~C;:-h
...
r";"i~6t:;-J.';"'·a-n-o-r-g-a-n-:i:""z-a-t~~i:-o-n
...
8-a-n-;d-a-ct-=-l::-·v-i::-t:""e-s--:h:-a-v-e-y-o-u
ticipated?

__

In which have you hel~ffices~:rea~~responsibilitie6?
What Club or Group VIork Experience, such as Scouts, 4-H,
Summer Camp, etc?

------------------------------------------------

.. 39 ..
10. Professional er Life-work objective?
_
What is your present academic major?__~---- __----------In what employment or field of service do you hope to find
your life-werk?__~--~~~--~---~~~~~~--.~--Why do you desire to do ffJ.grant
work? (check) need a summer
job
desire to serve
educational experience....__
'in service' training for leadership
not sure
_
11. Habits: Do you use alcoholic beverages?
Smoke?
_
12. What is your philosophy of life? Your attitude toward the
less fortunate?
__

13. Do you drive?
Have a driver'S license?
_
Do you own a car?____Jlouldyou use it in lugrant work?____
14. Who interested you in Migrant work?~~~
__~
~~
__
15. References:
(No two from same organization. No relatives.)
a.
___
b.

,

__

c.

.

__

d.

16. Salary: lSee attatched sheet)
17. When does your school dismiss?
Earliest date on which
you could begin work?
How many weeks can yeu givo?_____
Date upon which employment must be concluded?
_
Comments:
18. Specific -s-k-il-l-s--o-r---a-c-t-u~periBnce
~:(Check which of the
following)
Leading Worship Services
Co~selling Individuals____
Teaching Sunday School
Vacation Church School
___
Leading Discussions
PrDject Leudership
_
Guiding Committe~
Leadership Training
___
Recreation
Athletics
Arts and Crafts
_
Public Speaking
Preaching
Conducting Surveys___
Child Care
Nursery
Kin:lergarden
Babies_
Religious Education
What age group preferred?
.
Club or Group Work
What age group
__
USing a Typewriter
Mimeograph
Projector
_
Dramatics
Music: vocal
'instrumental
which?
Photography
Poster Work.....
.
_
Case work, or specific social work experience:
_

-

--

19. List on back of application those courses in religion, sociology, social work, or Christian education which might be
most valuable aa resources in :Migrantwork.
20. Please atta·c.ri':
to this application a recent snapshot £!.. your~
and a statement ~
your physician that you are physically able to undertake physically-active employment and are
free from communicable disease.(If you have had an examination from school Doctor or Nurse, their statement is sufficient. )

""jI~

,'"

...

"il,11
~\IIII

Aftll

1"'1
1",1

..
rIft'

'

:~

~,.,

.."

....
J

- 40 It should be noted relative to question 16 that the usual
Salary for summer Staff Workers is on what is known as the subsistence level, or enough to care fer expenses. During 1950 this was
~30 a week.

Travel expense to and from the field, and necessary

travel expense on the field is usually in addition te that amount.
The second main source of personnel serving this program
of ministry is secured frem the local community where the work is
carried forward, and serves on a volunteer basis.

That phase will

be dealt with more in detail a little later in the dissertation.
Training Conferences
There is a one week training conference for Staff Workers,
early in June, usually immediately following the college commencemerrt season.

It has met most often at Camp Warren on Lake Michigan,

owned by the Council of Churches of Berrien County (st Joseph),

:::~~ .,1,11<'
"

~11'f:
Altn'

1""

Yichigan.

',,,,

If the training schoel meets elsewhere, it is usually

r'"

adjacent to some lftgrant project, as it was, for instance, in 1946
when it met in lanSing, Michigan.

The laboratory angles are spec i-

fioally a very real part of the training st:hool. We previously
M""

mentioned the Rural Christian Fellowship in Berrien County, MichLgan , which }I'elloT/ship
is under the consecrated leadership of
Rev. and Mrs. Ernest Culpepper, Negro pastor and wife.

In the first

school the writer and family attended, in 1945, in Berrien County,
Michigan, there were a dozen or fifteen dirferent college campuses
represented in the Staff.
backgrounds.

There were that many different church

In that Staff there were Spanish-speaking wer-kers,

Spanish-Americans,

Cubans, and one young man from Columbia, South

,.....

j

~

- 41 America.

There were two of the finest Negrce~,seminary students,

the writer has ever,known.
from China.
Japan.

There VIas a returned missionary and ramil}

One of the instructors was a returned missionary from

In that body of people, not over 35 or 40 in number, includ-

ing children, there was one of the highest experiences of Christian
brotherhood our own family has ever experienced.

There were points

of high experience and genuine brotherhood, of insights into the
struggles of others, and of deep consecration, that almost beggar
description.

Only Christ and His ministry to people stood out.

All

were brothers in Him, and all differences melted into insignificance,
except as they served as instuments of insight in the ministry that
lay ahead.
To show the scope and specific emphasis in the program of
such a training conference, I will list the one of 1945, already
cited above:
SEVENTH ANNUAL TRAINING CONFERENCE
Camp Warren
June 1-9, 1945
THE GOOD SOWER
"The Field is the World", lI'.atthew:
13:38
Home Missions Council of North America
l!:id-WestOffice
203 North Wabash Avenue
Chicago 1, Illinois
MONDAY, June 4th
4:00 Hegistration (See Mrs. Waite)
6:00 Dinner (Clean-up - cooperative)
8:00 Vespers - Hubert Bahr
8:30 Fellowship - Bea Greene
10:30 Goodnight
Mrs. E. C. Waite will make arrangements
for your sleeping quarters and conference
fee.
?**::-?:*7.-)(-7(-·X-¥.-**i(**~;

*f(*,~:
*"lHH<-"-**i("***i(--X*·HHH:·lHH:·

"Blessed are your eyes, for they see;
and your ears, for they hear ;" Matthew 13:16

,,,

:/

;.r
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Tuesday, June 5th
7:00 Rising
7:30 Breakfast
8:00 Morning Watch
8:30 Devotions - Floyd M. Bardon
9:15 Clean Up
9:30 Interpretation of Migrant Peoples
Dorothy Knowles
10:15 Trends in Home V~ssions
Helen White
11:00 The World Missions
Winburn T. Thomas
12:15 Dinner
1:15 Methods
2:15 Hecreation
6:00 Supper
8:00 Vespers - Simon A1frez
8:30 Fellowship - :Migrant Pictures
10:30 Goodnight
Wednesday, June 6th
Time Schedule same as Tuesday
Features are:
9:30 Interpretation of Migrant People
10:15 Community Cooperation
William J. Briggs
11:00 The World Cission
Winburn T. Thomas
1:15 Personal Conferences
7:00 Trip to Benton Harbor - Vesper
and Fellowship
Thursday, June 7th
Time Schedule Same as Tuesday
Features are:
9:30 Special Assembly
10:15 Government Participation - W.F.A.
1:15 Conference Groups
2:15 H.M.C. Permanent Staff Meeting
8:00 Vespers - Ronald Jo~ner
8:30 Panel Discussion
Minority Attitudes
10 :30 Good Night
~'**K-*1:"*7:**of.-l(

iHH(--fH(-****-X-r.·"~y.*-x-:;
*t:iC*")[-X *,,~r..

"He must grow grea.ter and greater,
but I less and less." Matthew 3:30
Friday, June 8th
Time Schedule same as 'l'uesday
Features are:
9:30 Summations
11 ;15 Reports - Helen Whi to
1:15 GraSs Root Ecumenicity.
Rev. J. C. Ketchem
8:00 Vespers - William J. Briggs
8:30 Fellowship

::;,."1111"
•

'~'Ijil
!!Ill'

I""
I~"

,rI"
11"

l,.'

,I;,

,

, ..

.,,,

", .... 'H
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- 43 10 :30 Goodnight
i(-i(*l(**,*

!(

IE *,*?:,*,*..,~~-,****"*+:-i(.**,:*****~~,-**

"Behold, the sower went forth to sow."Matthew 13:3
Saturday, June 9th
10:00 Communion Service
12:15 Dinner
Adios, Goodbye, and have a grand and happy summer~
.~-iH(,*~~~'

I()(

¥.-K Yo ,*-f.-~***+:""*'*)( I< )( K I< I(

*~•.**,.

"And some seed fell on good soil •••
and grew •••and yeilded •••even a
hundred-fold.
Who's \7ho
Wunburn T. Thomas - Gen. Sec.
Student Volunteer Movement
Floyd M. Barden - Minister
William J. Briggs - Chairman, Ind.
State Migrant Committee •
.Herbert Bahr - Illinois Super. H.M.C.
Beatrice Greene - Uommunity Worker
Dorothy Kno\vles - lftinn. Super. H.M.C.
Ronald Joiner - H.M.C. Worker, Ark.
Simon Alfrez - H.M.C. Worker, Mich.
Helen White - Midwestern Migrant
Supervisor, H.M.C.
Emmit B. Waite -Dean of Conference.
Mich. Supervisor, H.M.C.
Mrs. E. C. Waite - Conference Hostess

I::~) .1111;'
~iill'

AIIII'

From the conference, most of the workers will go directly

filii

I,,,,
t,tl

".

to their projects.

:!

With the exception cf those going te Marshall

11<'

t

County, which is an all summer project; these workers will not come to

."

Indiana until the middle of August.
,

County Set-up and Volunteer Workers
It is practically impossible to cerry fe"/ard this ministry
to Migrants unless seme lecal group, such as a Ministerial Association, or a Council of Churches, will sponsor the program.

The work

is set up locally, by the local people, wherever possible on a countywide basis.

This committee secures vo1un'teer help 19cally to help

the Staff Workers with program and projec'ts, raises funds locally,
and interprets the program to the public 'throughradio, newspaper,
and speech,

To be a bit more specific, in Howard County the }iinia-

.._"
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terial Association is supposed to appoint three representatives, the
Council of Churches three, and the Federated lussions (the interdenominational ladies' group) three.

This committee elects its own

officers, viz. chairman, co-chairman (a lady), secretary-treasurer,
chairman of foods (noon meals for Migrant children are served in
connection with the center program), and publicity chairman.

In

Howard County there are generally two or three Staff Workers, at
Leas

t one of whom must be able to speak Spanish.

In

the center

program, which is a combination of a day-nursery and Vacation Bible
School type of program into which are gathered the Migrant children,
probably six or eight local ladies and girls, and sometimes boys,
help the Staff Workers with the program.

Since a different church

or club furnishes the noon meal each day, there are probably fifty
or perhaps close to one hundred local laymen and laywomen who assist
at some time during the program.
State COl!Dllittee
The function of the Indiana Migrant Committee has been rather
thoroughly discussed previously.

At this point, in relationship to

the local county committees, its duty is to coordinate the whole work
over the entire state, and interpret the program on a state leve1e
It also backs and supplements local projects and funds.

It also does

r-eeear-ch and sets up new projects in new areas, which new projects
at first are usually pretty largely supported by state funds.
Survey
Like every respectable church program in this modern day,
this program should begin with as thorough a survey as possible.

)

- 4, There was only one time that I knew of a survey being made before

.

' that was really s.tisfa.tory.

the pickers
Tipton

arrl.·ved
e voun Y Nurse was secretary
County th ~
t

of the County Migrant

, and through the county Agricultural

Committee
a pretty

acourate
County,

Staff Workers

Agent she obtained

survey before the season opened.
ran

in Tipton

G

t"

have left maps carefully-spotted

The local

Several times,

voun y, awar voun y, an Kosciusko
t
H
d"
t
d

County,

or a word report

that has given a very good picture for the starting
year.

One year in

of the ensuing

commi tteo that reads the staff Worker.'S report at

the close of the season,
next year's work,

especiallY

has something

the recommendations

for the

tangible upon which to base its

program.
Another

method

of survey, in fact the usual method,

is to

Wait until the pickers are in, and then to visit them on the farms.
If this method

is followed,

it is well also to contact the farmer

and tell him what the program is about.
Spe.king fclk, if a Spanish-sp.aking

In tb. instance of Spani.b-

l!igrant who has previously

k.O>/n the caller and program can go along and voucb for the c.l1er

.

......iI

in the Spanish language, as mucb will be accompli.bed in on. call
ThiS combination

makes a

as l.n
. three or four oalls otherwise.
dcubly effective team, for som.time. tbe caller bas to convince
the farmer while the Spanisb speaking person convinces tbe Migrants.
The writer perscnally

surveyed an entire county ono time in company

With a Moxican boy, and found it to be about the moet effeotive
method

he had yet tried.

The approach is the typicallY pastors1 approacb, or, for
the layman, that of Cbristian friendship.

It sbould be an approach

- 46 sp1r1

of genu1ne Christian friendship, and if some program

""t

made in a

such as Bib

"

le School or church service is in mind, it should be prof-

fered.
Center, or Bible School
Having made the survey and original contacts, let us consider
the C

enter, or Bible School.

Contacts should be made in the homes

e week previouS to the opening of tho school. The word
during th
c uela is a magic word among the Mexican people. They respond.

liEs h

tl

If the parents

have confidence

small children,
to their

at times even their babies, rather than leaving them

own merCies

of two babies

in the workers, they will send their

in the fields.

The writer has personally

known

run over by truckS, in the fields, \Vhen babies vlere

left in the shade of the truck.

One of these was a Migrant baby,

one Wa. a farmer's child. The staff Workers and helpers will
and
Care for the. e ch ild ren frem 1.00 0 r 8.00 A.!.l.unt il ,,00 or 6:00 P .!.l.
'"

l

1S a wonderful opportunity. For some children, this has been
It .
1, first contact with the Bible, their first understanding of

the"

prayer, their first time to return thank., and these children bave
Schools of this type
0arr"16d these things back into their homes.

have been carried on in Windfall, !.!Brion,Hemlock, Kokomo, pierceton,
Plymouth,

Elwood,

and other centerS.

We will here give a report on tho Migrant School meeting in
the Neighborhood

House, in KokOmo, in septembor of

1950,

as describod

for us by Mi •• Abigail Wright, director of tho Neighborhood

House:

1:30 or 8:00 A.M. R". Robert Byerly a~d R". Merle,Squier
t10n
arrive in their cars to wait for the eta
wagon, br1nging
Misa Ella Williams .~d lliea Dorothy Fr"'" the Migrant Workers.
One worker goes with the bue and one with th? atation,wagon"
which tha ministerS drive, to round up the Migrant Ch1ldren 1n

<
"

.... "

- 47 the rural districts near Kokomo and Greentown.
This year, about a third of the Migrant children are white,
and the rest Mexican.
About 9:30A.M. the happy children arrive, big sister and
brother carrying baby brother and Sister with a few necessary
belongings fer the day, carrying them to our 'Babyland' on the
second floor where several volunteer leaders are ready to make
all happy at play. A milk lunch substitutes for breakfast, which
many lacked before coming.
All the children are inspected by the two city nurses, after
which milk and cookies are enjoyed in our basement.
About 10:00 A.M. all the children and the leaders gather in
the Neighborhood House Ohapel for a half hour of worship and
story time. The worship service begins with one child lighting the candles in the worship center, and then follo'l'ls
a simple
service of Gospel songs and choruses, prayers and prayer songs,
Scripture memory verses, and Bible stories. At times we use
miSSionary stories and Ohristian life stories. Some days we
have flannel-graph stories, at times slides on the life of Ohrist,
and at times object lessons. Oonversation with the children
abet~ Jesus and their need of Him is an important part of this
period of the day.
At 10:45 A.M. classes for the children, in essential school
subjects are held. This is also a craft period. The kinderga rt' en age has most of its activities on our lawn.
Play time fello"lls.
11:45 A.M., and a big time has arrived. Hands are washed
for lunch. Lunch is at 12:00 noon. Each day a group of ladies
from an interested church, a different church each day, serves
the children a complete meal of most nourishing hot food-- plenty
of it. Prayer before the meal is never neglected. The children
always express thanks to the ladies for their kindnesses, too.
lzOO P.M. is rest time for the younger ones, either on
blankets on the lawn, or on the pews in eur auditorium. This
is a play period for older children, followed by another class
period in arithmetic or reading. There follows an afternoon
class period in craft, which the children enjoy.
At 3:00 P.M. juice and cookies are served, quantities of
home made cook Les , and my, how the children do enjoy them~
A story time in the yard follows, with Gospel choruses,
before getting ready to go home. At 4:30 P.M. all begin preparing fer tho homeward journey, after another day in which
the Lord has brought joy into the hearts of all.
The program in tBabyland' on our second floor is like the
program in a nursery, with cribs, carriages, play-pens, lots
of teys, story bocks, and all things that help little ones to
have ~HllPPY 'time. The two and three year old children go into
the yard to play part of the time. A real birthday party for a
little two year old Mexican boy, with a real cake and candles,
is a wonderful time in this program.
One little three year old boy who came has a badly burned
leg, and is examined by the nurse. It is found that unless tho
child has medical attention the leg will draw up. A lady from

,,'"

.... "".

",'

-

-
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- 48 one of the churches offers to pay the doctor to diagnose the
case. The child, his parents, the lady, and the Staff Worker
visit the doctor. Plans are made for the parents to take the
little fellow to a hospital in St. Louis. The doctor gives
proper temporary treatment. The next day the family leaves
for St. Louis.
Church Services
We are accustomed to think in terms of church services.
We will discuss it at this point because of its pertinency in our
thinking, rather than because it happens to fit into the program
right at this point.

This total program is to reach the people.

If they will come to church, it is a real achievement.

If not, a

person will still find them responsive to worship, for worship
happens within the individual.

However, there are many real and

many imagined barriers that keep them from attending the House of
God.

For instance, there is the strangeness due to background.

You knew how hesitant any new person moving into a community is,
to go to a strange church.

Just add all the other differentiating

qualities, and you will readily sense hO\,Ithese people feel.

How

'"
l

we feel has more to do even with our own actions than we like to
admit.

Then there is their lack of "Sunday" clothing.

People in

the community that we know personally feel that barrier, and
again we can seo it heightened in the instance under discussion.
To show how they feel, let us look at the instance of two of our
Staff Workers, Rev. and Mrs. Emmit Waite, who when they were
driving to central Indiana from Michigan, brought a Migrant family
with them.

During the conversation, they learned that the sister

of the man had married locally in a northern Indiana town, and was
very comfortably fixed in a nice home.

As they approached the town,

_,
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Mr. Waite suggested that they stop and visit the sister, but the
man declined, and then after quite a period of silence added, "I
reckon she wouldn't be glad to see me in these clothes."

If they

are sensitive in the presence of their ewn relatives, you can readily see how they would be shy around strangers.
Thinking for a moment of these barriers, real in some instances, imagined in ethers, we will lock at an experience of one
of our pastors, Dr. George Wise.

I

!'

As a pastor, he approached a

group of Mexican pickers living in a clean chicken-house (and it
really Was clean in this instance).
"No spike English."

At first the folk answered,

\1Thenhe got across to them that he Was a pas-

tor, a "Padre" to them, and their friend, they immediately became
friendly, and several spoke excellent English.

Incidentally, the

Mexican people protect their women folk, and the men speak for the
group.

When you have been accepted as all right, then, and not un-

til then, frequently, will the lady folk venture into the conversation.

When Mr. Wise had sufficiently convinced these people so that

he was accepted, he found amongst them a lovely high scheol girl
who spoke English fluently.

After visiting, he invited the folk

to his church the next Sunday.

_,

The girl spoke hesitatingly and
~,;lII'''
,~,
... )f

incredulously,

"Do you mean we'd be welcome in the church?" When

finally convinced, ten or twelve of her group attended faithfully.
Sometimes they cannot be convinced.

Yet they respond.

One whole season saw such a group attending an open air service in
the woods near Plevna, every Sunday, some driving as much as ten
miles to attend.
service.

There were about forty persons who attended this

- 50 For three seasons our Mexican pastor and wife, Rev. and Mrs.
Samuel Rocha

\'J

errt from one camp to another all day Sunday conducting

preaching services and Sunday School classes.

Mrs. Rocha.was a mas-

ter in her field, for in thirty minutes after arriving she V/ould have
little ~;rexicanchildren drall'.atizing
Bible stories.

Rev. end Mrs.

Rocha are a Disciples pastor and wife from Brownsville, Texas.
Evangelism
The term evangelism when applied to this field does not mean
a protracted meeting.

It means the change of life attitudes from

where people are found to the Jesus way of life.
will be specific illustrations cited later.
is the hope and purpose of this program.

In this realm there

But this change in life

It is to reach the inner

man, connect him with Christ, and with that combination to have inner
attitudes to begin to wor-k results in hope, ambition, education,
thrift, faith in men, and, in short, in all of life. As one lady
expressed it, "I'm

80

glad the church found me.

my faith in people,--myself."

It has restored

and I guess it has restored my faith in

Given this type of thing happening in the person, other

reauLt.scome naturally.

So we can see that it is simply the appli-

cation of the same thing we are trying to do every day throt~h the
Church, but in this case applied to this great challenging field.
Social Vlork
It has been previously indicated that the key to successful
work with Migrants is a genuine Christian friendship.

To visit as

a friend where the picker lives, in tent, trailer, car, farm house,
or wherever it may be, is to meet him on the plane of friendship.

- ,1 Friendship is one thing he needs in the new community. Thus, when
need arises, he naturally turns to the person who has shown himself
friendly.

Moreover, when he is your friend, for him to respond to

your courteous invitation is natural also.
Soon the local Christian who has shown himself genuinely
friendly will find himself called upon for a variety of counsel.
All the following instances are true, and illustrate the point.
A migrant car filled with Spanish-speaking pickers had a collision
wii;'l'l.
a local Car.

They needed legal counsel, and came to Dr. George

Wise, then a local pastor, for he had shown himself friendly.
another instance death came to a Migrant home.
was sick, very sick.
taken to a doctor.

In

In another a baby

In another a boy was hurt and needed to be
In another there Was a need to purchase a c~r.

One of the queerest calls that came to the writer was when the
MexiOan pastor asked him to lend a miner amount of money to some
Mexican folk, for whom the Mexican pastor vouched.
with misgivings, but it was paid baok.
gency operation.

He lOaned it

A man had need of an emer-

Frequently employment is needed, and sometimes

farmers turn to the same friend to help them find pickers.

In one

instance there was an injustice done by an employer. Sometimes
_-,

the pickers themselves are under misapprehension that they have
been dealt with unjustly, and will accept the counsel of one they
feel sure is their friend.

One Staff Worker found a mother feeding

her sick infant green tomatoes to help it with its Sickness, and was
able to help the mother and babe.

All these and man~ many other

instances afford opportunity for Christian friendship through
counselling.

- 52 A bit of service to these folk is never forgotten. The
getting of a bed for a yeung mother to lie upon, some home-cooked
dainty taken in when the father is stricken with illness, the getting of baby clothes for the new baby, the gathering of children
for Bible School, the actual going after folks fer church; all
these make their lasting impression.

The impression is the meTe

pronounced because some people treat them as "bums" or as "cases"
to be studied.

As mentioned previously, if you want to lose the

friendship of these people, and become an object of their suspicion,
just take the "case study" approach to them, and approach them from
the "questionnaire" angle.
To show you how they appreciate, I will cite only one instance, though I could cite several under everyone
above.

of the headings

From over our state several groups have made layettes for

work in this field.

Several years ago the Council of Church Women

of Tippecanoe County, centering at Lafayette, made a number of
beautiful layettes.

One of these found its way into the hands of

c u rr Staff Worker at Plymouth.

This was placed in the hands of a

n~n mother whom she was serving.

The next year this same family

returned to the same proj ect, and the Same Staff Worker, Miss Lois
Henry, a United Brethren girl was there.

Tho mother had made a

lovely piece of handwork, which she asked Miss Henry to send to the
church that had made the layette.

Since we did not know which

church had sent it, it was sent to the entire Council of Church
Women of Tippecanoe County.
The writer recently ran across a five gallon water cooler,
which he hated to just "junk".

He thought of a Mexican friend who

has a group working under his direction each summer.

It does get
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He took the

hot a nd tirasoin')

wh
•
C want
t
ncthinl!

o

fe

"Hew much is

o knew,

r ,t,
.

cooler

to the friend,

in the fields.

but rather

it?" When he told

just

that

he wanted

to help, the man tried

in some of

03
eloquent,
.imple Vlords the "rit.r
.ver hesrd to tell how
the m t
e , the Mexican friend, lov.d him because of hiS kindness tc

much h
th

es. people.

Beth cried while they talked.

Yes, thoy respond I

Recreation
The Staff

WorkerS carry simple recr.ational

One day, at pierceton,

a staff

".terial

witb

Worker, R.V. Arthur Churohill,

them.
m,ss,onary,
whe "ith hi' .ife and child had r.ceatly
r.turnod
. .
'na, wont to a camp, only to b. rebuff.d•
Th. people wore not
from Oh'
• aat.
When asked ~ they "era Catholic, tha leader replied,
·Ye.,
Proteot
muchs " However, tney were tirod.
The \'Ierker get out a softbut net
, and tossed it areund amongst tne boyS. Th.n ha got out a bat.

a. young

bnll
net result

was that

from that

eam, whi.ch functic

ned

camp and adjaOent camps, ba got a

'net

local

nga'
,ty

011 s_er,

and actually

.

!,,,,I
"i'I'
tI~Lt'

I~"

."', r.

teams.

Then they were wide op·n te hiS ministry.
The
ed
was preud of the program, and suppcrt
it.
In addition to

.

d fer the Migrants

and friends

sWl.mming peol to be reserve

son
with
them
for
the
19,1
Migrant
s.a
•
work
s
Reor.ation,
guid. by the staff, op.n "",ny a Jligrant heart,
d
eSpecJ.'all
youth, a~d nmc~gst parents of youth •
,
. y amongst the
.... '"' ..

"

'II"
,I: f.

\Vonsome game.

'I'he committee at ElVioodis plsnning for one night a week for
cj ty

';::'::'

e.':

e onunun'
's, and a Vacation Bibl. School program fer ohildren, and pr •• ching
tho
vt ces fer the camps, Mr. Churohill got. the locsl community to
Ser .
sponsor an npen air film fer the pick•rs en. night a .... k.

the

"j1,111

,I ;

The

ball t

,. ~mlol:'

who

",.,i'
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- 54 Parties,
are invited,

sponsored by church groups, to which Migrant folk

are valuable,

both for the lugrants

and for the community.

There have been quite a number of these during the years that work has
bee.n 10ing forward in Indiana.

At first,

have to go the second mile of providing
ships become established,

the people of the community
transportation,

the Migrant folk will

but as friend-

blend and participate.

liThe Harv est er"l
Each area bas at least
materials

including

als of varying

one Jeep,

song books and portable

types,

and audio-visual

the Midwest, and comes to Indiana
"Midwestern Harvester't.
such as described
The Harvester

fully

equipment.

wor-Ld that

materi-

The one that

serves

Howard County has an evening of fellowship

entertainment

evening of the Migrant season.
for ene of these evenings,

through the medium of a Bound-motion-picture.
an excellent

organ, recreational

in August and September, is the

above on each Friday

furnishes

equipped with Worship

means of interpretation
is so interested

The Harvester

is aLao

of the program to the church

in the work with Migrants.

,_i~
... ,1'
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----------------------------------------------------------lWhen Families Are en V!heels-- So Is the Church, Homelfd.ssions
Council of North Americ;;-127 N. Dearber~St7,
Chicago 2, Illinois

CHAPTER VI

RESUL'l'S

We American people are interested in results. What is the
"pay-eff?1I As yeu have read up to this point, you have gleaned inklings of the results of ministry to Migrants here and there.
Community
One of the outstanding results is a more understanding Christian attitude on the part of the community.

Though it sounds like a

misnomer, it has resulted in a more Christian attitud e on the part of
church people.

It is not a misnomer, for there are literally tons of

thousends of professing Christians who have SOInefundamental prejudices that neod to be cerrected by Christ.

Smug complacency is ene.

Racial prejudice is another.
Of course, a very real part of Christianity is "walking in
new light", and every Christian is centinually finding new light in
which to walk.
Since communities are made up of people, the changes come
primarily in people.

Some of these changes in the thinking of people

will be cited a bit further on in the dissertation.
Changes in Persons Who Help
There has been person after perscn;who has helped in the program, on a volunteer basis, who has ceme away from that experience
absolutely thrilled.
lems.

In visiting the homes, they have ~

the prob-

These in turn have created ccnnnunity attitudes, resultirlg in
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- 56 better housing, care for ~~grant children, health precautions, and
ministry in the spiritual sense, if truly there is any separation
between the spiritual and secular when it comes to such ministry.
The training has been invaluable to those who have served. They
have grown under the task.

They have sensed satisfaction in serving.

Abstract theories have been put into practice, and by them, too.
A few instances will illustrate this and the preceding
heading.

There Vias one Roman Catholic family near Kokomo that employed

several families of Spanish-speaking l'J.grants.They opposed the
program because it was primarily Protestant.

The writer, then

recently home from Poland, had been used to send relief to the Warstricken widows and children, including a Catholic Orphanage, in
an all-Catholic city of Kcscierzyna, Pcland~
farmer and told of this.

He visited with the

He also got the chaplain at the local
",Ittl

;::'::'

Catholic Hospital to vouch fcr his integ;:ity~. Before the season
Vias over that Roman Catholic family sent special word of appreciation
for the wor-k being conducted on behalf of their pickers.

1""

".,1
,,,, .:.~
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,1'
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Moreover,

that year the local Red Cross furnished a Station-Wagon and driver
to help pick up the children for the Bible School.

One driver was
!

a Roman Catholic lady, who had married a man in Columbia, South A-

i'"
~,.I

merica, and she spoke Spanish fluently.

Many times she would bring

the little babes, too small to speak English, in her arms, comforting and chatting with them in their own tongue.
One of the volunteer workers for several seasons WaS Mrs.
Merle Rush, head of the children's work in Wayman A. M. E. Church,
in Kokomo.

She wobld arrange her vacation from the factory so that

Ii:'

- 57 she could work in the Migrant School.
and a wonderful
"Anglo-churches",

teacher.

She is a wonderful person,

Ladies and girls from our church and other

thus have worked with Spanish-speaking

Staff and

Negro la.dies, in schools that have had both Spanish and Anglo children.
Our ladies have been thrilled,
verbally

and have brought that experience

to our churches.
In one cornmunity that I will not name, I have seen women of

wealth,

I mean in the millionaire

Higrant

children

class, driving car loads of little

to Higrant Schools.

Their children have helped min-

ister to the children of the Wdgrant School.
ladies were a part of families
had some of the best housing

At least some of these

employing lfdgrants, and those people

in Indiana for their families or pickers.

Migrant People Helped
When it comes to telling
to content

results in life, we will just have

ourselves with a few illustrations.

Cecil Beeson, the layman and mail carrier referred to previously,

who lives in Blackford

County, has amongst his treasurers

a letter, which VIe will quote:
July 7 -12-45
Dallas Tex.
Mr. Cecil Beeson
thought Ita let you know that Benny has expire this morning
at 4 A.M. When he VIaS dieing he ask for you.
he hope that you keep on saving lifes from the bad.
he said he'd be vlaiting for you up there with Christ an for
you to carryon.
haven't much
have much to do regards everybody to you an
family.
Your's truly
Tony Berron
May God be with you, all, ways.
Mr. Beeson also received a letter expressing deep thanks from

- 58 feur lLexican Nationals when they had to leave Hartferd City.

It

Vias

thanking him for treating them as brothers.
Viewill consider the stery of some Mexican friends in Kokomo,
One day our Mexican pastor, Rev. Samuel Rocha, came to the writer,
asking him to find a home in Kokomo for a motherless boy, who wanted
to go to school where English was spoken, but whose father must continue to fe11ew the crops.

After a radio appeal, and subsequent

n~~spaper approach, a number of fami1~es applied for the boy, for
reasons ranging from mercenary purposes to that of vital Christian
Lnv esrtmerrt ,

He was p1ac ed in the home of the Carel F. Kring family,

a fine Christian family who attended Grace Methodist Church. Befere
the year was out, he was a member of Grace Church.

The next spring

he and his father purchased a home in Kokomo in order that.they
might bring his sister from Old Mexico.

That fall, the boy and our

son became chums, the boy living in our home. Vfuen the tomato crop
VIas ever, the father placed an older Mexican lad with his boy in the
purchased home, while he Vlent south to pick cotten.
demanding much help.

Sickness ensued,

Shortly the older lad was converted.

returned to Old Mexico to correct some things in his past.

He
Mean-

while the father returned, end a tragedy occurred in his house that
resulted in a death.

Following the unfeeling method so often used

in publicity, the whole race waa indicted, with headlines, "Mexican--..It •
That father came to our home, a brokenhearted man, and there in
Spanish "prayed through", in our frent room.

The next fall his brother

and family moved into his home, caring for his boy while he was away.
Ueanwhile he and two of us had gone to Old Mexico.
daughter back.

He brought his

We were able after cutting through much red tape,

- 59 to bring the older lad back.

He has been here for three years now,

a son in the Lord, in our home, when he is not in school. He has
had two years in the Pilgrim Bible Schoel at Frankfort, Indiana, end
one year in the Lydia Pattersen Institute in El Paso, Texas.

In one

more year he will graduate from High School and is planning on giving
his life in Christian service to his own peoplee
The brother, referred to above, and his wife, were converted,
and they and their family are members of our church.
consecration has challenged us all.

At times their

To illustrate, they made a pledge

to the building fund for our new church.

He brought $5 each Saturday,

for me to put into the offering for them.

One day, in the middle of

the week he brought the

*5,

and after he had placed it in my hands,

said, "Brother Briggs, I lost my job today."

Realizing that he had

given that $5 out of his last $8, and that he had seven mouths to
feed, I tried to get him to take it back.

He said, "Brother Briggs,

I have learned that when I am faithful to God, God will take care of
me."

He was re-employed in two days.

But his faith sent us to our

knees, for hew many of us would have such faith?
Lest you wonder, the daughter of the first man did come to
Kokomo, and is alse a part of our church.

She won special honors

recently in dress-making in Junior High School.
also a member of our church now.

The first boy is

He sings in the choir, and does

a good deal of solo work in the city and county, for God has given
him a beautiful voice.

Our church people love these people.

One day a farmer urged his pastor to go with him to see a
picker who was very ill with heart trouble, and had, in fact, been

- 60 told he never could work again.
pastor went.

After several such urgings, the

In a house that had housed hogs, they found this elder-

ly man, a white man in this instance,
roundings

that wcu'Ld be expected.

lying on a bed, with the sur-

They talked to him, and found he

had never been asked to be a Christian,
it.

and knew very little about

As simply as a little child, he accepted Christ.

prayer

for his bodily

body.

'l\'JO

condition.

God undertook for both soul and

days later, when the pastor returned with a NeVI Testament

for the man, he found him out \"Jorkingin the field.
with his family to Tulsa, Oklahoma.
time to time.
his failing

His Christian

eyes sufficiently

A Migrant
workers

Then they had

The man returned

The farmer heard from him from

experience

held, and God even healed

that he could see to read his Testament.

family settled in an Indiana community.

Survey

first found them, and then a personal evangelism team of ladies

called on them.

Then the pastor went.

and then the children.
School teacher,

The mother was vitally converted,

She is now a Cub Scout Den Mother, a Sunday

an active personal

evangelism worker and a member of

the evangelism

COllUlJittee,a prayer meeting Christian, and an official

Board Member.

The children

responsible

Christian

in varying degrees are developing into

youth, the older son having considered full-time

,

Christian

work.

is a kindly,

The father has not yet made his step for Christ, but

sympathetic,

supporting,

attending layman.

Public Attitudes
Turning
in addition
lugrant

from individual

case histories,

to its actual redemptive ministry,

Committee

it might be Said that
the work of the Indiana

is to act as a public ccnscience.

It serves as a

~
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o to get to the public

the information

chunn 1

About three
it?

Whose fault was
pickers
The crop waS on.

Vla<'

,no

fault

in particular.

There waS insufficient housing.

rlloved .

• upon a neighboring

prevail

field.

years ago a Migrant baby diode

.) no b ody's

It

from this

The Migrants themselves

farmor to allow thea to .tay on the

d

• y an h,s barn, giving them at least • reof over their

Cement run'va

.

.

• But the stock occupiod tho side. of the barn.

heads

very suddenly and died.

The baby bo-

The surroundings wore responsible,

"',.•e J.11

C:',."

•

bred J.·n the manure-

for f lies

That same summer thiS next instance occurred.
wife franticallY
fall

' neighboring

1"

season.

Writ er , tell';ng~

of wretched

pastor'

fJ

called

tho

He went to see and found a

housing.

mothor lying en

0

bed on a straw tick, in a hog

:founD'
'" pregnant
hOUse •

It waS a rainy

The bales of straw propping up

The roof was dripping

water.

of the hog house so .nother famil-Y could sleep under the
the

f.rent

front in a trailer, were sprouting olso.
propped up

pi 0 kers unt il the croP wo' dono.

The oontract
uff 0
TheY hBd ins i ient

held the

even to start home, but the girl ".nted to go hOme to die.

funds

Called upon to fill an emerg ency speaking engag ement, the writ er ,
in sh'

sleeve.,

>rt

Old e Chr'

~.

poured out the storY to thO ladieS

',}j .th

5 tl
e ou I

and that theY would pro¥id e a laye tt e.

they had gathered
out, a fell

and

th

ian Church in Kokomo.

to th o hospital,

laCking

f

They t old him to ta ke that woman

t

J.8

0

.

By lllOrn.ng
.
When he teok the things

enough clotheS for tw~ns.
found the couple had start ad for Texas,
half enough money to get homO,
hour-s lat er, he
onlY
part ef their
pay, with
two borrowed tires.

- 62 Housing Problem
Continuously,
came to attention,

when such illustrations

as the above-mentioned

people would say such things as, ttiIhynot demand

so and so?", or, t'There ought to be a lawll. To get a law passed in
this realm is the result of an awakened public

way cf illustration,

conscience.

Also by

one canning factorY had its Migrant labor in

tents on the former year's dumP, and yet there seemed to be no regu-

lation that could prevent unhealthful housing.

Very early in its ex-

istence the Indiana Migrant COm!llitteebegan to seek action in the
realm of good housing.

At the invitation of the committee, a representative of the
Indiana state Board of Health attended its meeting.

It was fcund

that the State Board of Health cculd take no direct acticn until
e
ccnditicns reached epidemio stage. Such matter were considered
s l
legal matters, itemS to be handled in county ccurt •
Hcwever, there
WaS a Housing Law cf 1917 cn Indiana'S statute bockS which covered
blem
all housing in the state.2 While related to the prc
, it wIS, of
couree, not directly on the problem of Migrant housing, for there was
in 1917. Then from a mcst unexpected source, and
m
purely ccincidental in time, came a helP that did have bearing on

no such prcble

the situation.

During World War II, as stated in a previous chapter,

the rederal government imported lIationals from Mexicc, Jamaica, and
Haiti.

In trod. agreement with these goverIllllents
there were guar=

lllealtb Nui .anc eJ;_, bIb 1,"-!!W- sanc.s and Era pertl: l!ui6anc e~,
Indiana State Board of Health, 1098 west Michigan Street, IndianapoUs

7,

Indiana,

6/44.

... State Beard of Health, Housing Law of 1917·

2
Indi

- 63 anteed minimumwage stipulations,
Indiana,

along with other states

necessary

to set up stipulations

federal

agreement,

a five

page bulletin

Bie Canneries

and this

unit

housing,

for housing in keeping with this
did through its

Board of Health

This was a real

and Bluffton,

step fO~lard.

was a second phase of the housing problem
That was the individual

for the small grower still
than Nationals.

employed American citi-

gambles.

tenant

Building

failure,

cf
and may

costs are expsn-

In one county a farmer put a Migrant family in a nice little
house,

had torn

only to find at the close of the season that

up the flooring

occupied it.

The writer

genuine interest
borers.

"Los e his shirt".

The

He may make a lot

mcney, or he way have a complete or almost-complete
figuratively-speaking,

farm

That farmer had his problems.

tomato crop is cne of his biggest

siva.

in

were glad to cooperate.

did not touch at first.

zens rather

found it

Libby, McNeill &. Libby in Kokomo,and Heinz at

like

However there
this

employing such labor,

(undated).l

Plymouth, liatthevls,

that

it

and minimumhousing standards.

and burned it

for fuel

has known personally

did not prompt him to do all

the family

during the time they

only cne farmer whose
he could for his 18-

To go to kind people with clinched fist

is a sure way not

to get cooperation.
In 1946 the Indiana

Migrant Committee appointed

Committee, composed of two ministers

and two laymen, at least

of whomVJaSconnected with the canning industry,
doine a conscientious

ratory

a Housing

job as a Christian

one

and was himsolf

in housing his laborers.

IMinimum Housing 2.E2. Sani taticn Standards !.£!:. Seasonal UigIndiana State Board of Health, (undated).

~£r~,

- 64 The committee brought the follewing recommendations, which wer-e adcpted by the Indiana Migrant Committee, in 1946:
Suggested Housing Standards
The housing committee appointed by the Indiana State Migrant
Committee recommends, that, in order to provide suitable housing
conditions for Migrant labor and to attract the best Migrant labor to our State, the proper housing of Migrants should provide:
Section 1. CamE!.
We recommend for minimum housing and sanitation standards the
current standards issued by the Indiana State Board of Health.
Section 2. Single ~
~
housing.
1. Location and construction.
a. Should not be adjacent to, or part of, a building housing
livestock.
b. Site should be well drained.
c. D\·I.elling
should have windows and doors, with all openings
suitably screened.
d. Floors should be constructed of wood, concrete or other material which can be readily cleaned and kept free from dampness.
e. Heating and cooking equipment should be provided sufficient
to maintain health.
f. Sleeping quarters should provide for at least thirty (30)
square feet of floor space for each occupant, and proper
separation of sexes.
2. Sanitation.
a. Toilets should be fly-proof and located at a safe distance
from the dwellings and water supply, but easily accessible.
b. Provision should be made for proper disposal of garbage.
3. Water supply.
Adequate water supply that meets the standards of the Indiana
state Board of Health.
L. Keith Hanley
William M. Jones
June S. Mitchell
Victor stoner
Committee
VI. J. Briggs
Chairman State Committee
Even though this had no standing as law, it was welcomed.
At·

least one County Agricultural Agent, and in another county the

County Nurse, asked for copies that they might help interpret to
rarners what minimum housing standards are.
There are some excellent housing situations in Indiana.

).

- 6, South of Plymouth en the east side of U. S. 31 there is a pd ct.ur-ee'que
camp.

That is the Heinz Camp, and we understand that there are two

other excellently-housed camps near Plymouth.

There is excellent

individual family housing near Windfall, belonging to the l!J.tchell
Industries.

Libby, McNeill & Libby, in Kokomo has an excellent

dormitory-type of housing for men in its plant.

There are doubtless

other examples of good housing at points over the state.

Gradually

the housing conditions are imprcving.
Education
Another clcsely-related problem is that of public school
education for the child.

The Spanish-American child amongst the

pickers received an average of three years public school education.l

While there is no estimate on the average education of the

child in the Anglo-American picker's family, we do know that many
get no great amount of regular schooling.
happy exceptions to this.

Of course, there are many

There are individual families who have

the vision for education and try to see to it that their children
do get the advantage of schooling.

Mr.

Jesse Cantu, a Mexican father,

told the writer that he was going to stay in Indiana even though
work was scarce in the winter, because here his children could go
to school, and to Sunday School, and he considered that of mere
importance than a little more money.

Needless to say, he is noVi

integrated into the community and has steady employment.
As the reader may have gathered from the Center program
quoted previously in this dissertation, as much of educational
subjects as can be presented in our Bible Schools, is present.ed.
lConversation, v/ith Rev. Samuel Rocha, 194,.

.'
"Ii:

- 66 In

the realm of public school ed utat ion, the situation is not

easy, either from the standpoint of the child, or from the angle of
the state.

Of course the child is in any given community uBual1y for

a peried of time extending from a few weeks to ~vo mcnths (except in
Texas), and he has all the psychological barriers that develop in communities, against him.

From the angle of the state there is the prob-

lem of hew to integrate the children into the established program.
Also, most of Indiana's Migrant children are here in August, which
is net a school period, and September, which is a school period.

Never-

theless, these children are Americana, and futuro citizens. We tho
people, in a sense, are responsible for what they shall became, and
the resultant impact of their lives upon society.
In 1943 the University of Michigan began a project of research,
1
seeking to give publ.Lcschool education to Migrant children.
Also in
1943 the state Teachers College at Moorhead, Minnesota, began a similar
research project of its own.2

Almost as soon as the Indiana Migran t

Con~ittee was organized, in the year 1944, Dr.

o. F.

Hall of Purdue

ad of this phase of the work. The next
he
as
d
University was appointe
ye.r Dr. Virgil Hunt, head of the Indian. university Extension, of
The next year Rev. Vi ctor stoner t then
tt
Kokomo, headed the coromi ea.
..
h;gh school prinCipal, tock the leadership of'
of Pierceton, and an ex ~
h d tho state superintendant
c
the committee. Rev. Victor stoner apprca e
of schools.

d

G

Jchnst~n, tho University
Xv (October, 1943), Number 1.

1Uichigant~ ~~i~drei'l~e~~~
of luchigan School-ol ~uucat~on u
,
.
State Teachers Ccll,ego, Moorhead, Min2Schoo.1.!.9.r.. M;grant..!, .
f N ttlAm.erica Midwest Offico,
. sn CouncJ.1 0
or'
'6
43
nes ota , anriHome M i sS.J.c
..
Juno l4-August ,19 •
203 N. Wabash, Chicago 1, IllJ.noJ.s,

- 67 It was found that "opportunity"

classes: could b e sat up in the fall

in Indiana communities, and that the resultant· ~ncrease in pupil
days might even result in more state teacher support for the local
school.

So, the door is open, to any Indiana Community, to minister

educationally to the needs of Migra.nt children, if the citizens of
that community choose to

flO

do.

In addi ticn, Purdue University has made available its system
of Home Economies and Agricultural Education, in projects like the
l

4-H work, through the Agricultural Agents.

Federal Awareness
There are problems in this Migrant realm that are too big
for an individual state to cope with.
of a sufficient year-around income.

One for illustration is that
The President's Commission on

Migrant Labor made a report recently, which Rev. Ellis Marshburn
pronounces to be "the best comprehensive report available for study.1t2
There is much literature in these realms obtainable from the United
States Department of Labor, Washington, D. C. We will cite simply
3

one, by way of illustration, on education.

Recruitment of Labor
If all Migrant labor followed the channels of the Indiana
Employment Security Division, recruitment of labor would be no
lConversation, with Everett A. Johnson, Howard County Agricultural Agent, 1945.
2Migrato.!,y~
~ American A;gri.culture,Report of the
PresidentT"a Commission on Migratory Labor, March 26, 1951.
Q!!ildren ~
School, gEi ~ 2i ~
Jobs £uring_
He
School Hours, Bulletin No. 123, United states Department of Labor.,

3 l:e.~

- 68 problem, for this

Division has avenues both of recruitment

placement worl:ed out smoothly.
not the slightest
a cen~unity,
writer

attention

But there are many Migrants who pay

to such agencies.

and the next year brings

visited

and

a camp near Galveston,

One family comes to

ether families

along.

The

in Miami County, where the

farmers had sought to do a fine thing.

They had obtained large tents

and mounted them in the community park, where there Viaswater,
least

a semblance of sewage available.

a small rental,
lem.

went on.
that

They planned to charge only

but there were other facts

Large families

that

croated a real prob-

moved in, but the crops were late,

The pickers

and at

and rentals

through the "grape vine" in the south had heard

ten thousand pickers

were needed in a certain

county.

That

county at peak season seldom employs ever a thousand pickers.
this

large

group of southern white people had come north,

employment in the county they Viere going to,
tent

village

vlaiting

The v~iter
whole families

for a. late

found no

and were out in this

crop to open up.

has been in areas in goed tomato seasons where

were picking and they took away a lot

poor years he has seen families
level

So

destitute.

of income is below the subsistence

Christian

of money.

In

The year-in-and-year-out
level.

Ministry

Someone might ask if we are doing a complete job in the
realm of ministry

to these

large a nd the laborers
once stated
river

trying

that

he felt

people.

are too few.

By no means.

One very successful

as if he were standing

to dip the river

The field

dry with a bucket.

is too

Staff Worker

at the cutlet

of a

There noewto be

-

~

-

intelligent

research,

conditions,

and Christian statesmanship

causes.

study of causes of people arriving in these
to meet these fundamental

As Kagawa builds the third leg of his Kingdom of God Move-

ment as Christianity

in economies,

realm of economics.

The investment

50

do we need to learn in the

of ministry

is highly successful,

but the problem is so large that it needs a lot more investment, and
that in Jesus' name.

/

\

CHAPTER VII
WHY AN "OPEN DOOR"?
A man's handicap may be a man's greatest opportunity.

The

nhard" experience may be our "making". We may ae a church easily
find our most responsive group in the most neglected spot. Thus
youth, while considered frequently as a potent problem, are really
our only hope for the future.
The economically disinherited man is the most fertile field
for dissatisfaction, or indolence, or friendship.
appeal to this man.

The Communist can

Or, with a limited income, he may become hope-

less, and an individual with no ambition.
with Christian friendship.

Or, he can be reached

Thus the Migrant sta.ndsas an open in-

vitation to the Christian Church.
Wherever Migrants go, some become immigrants.

In Kosciusko

County nearly a thousand of these folk settled in what is known as
the muck area, which is a strip about ten miles long in the shape
of a new moon, extending from Silver Lake to the south edge of Warse.\·{.lWhether people liked it or not, they were there.

As Vlaldo

Adams, leader of the Farm Bureau of that County pointed out, no matter what were the reactions of the community, in two generations,
through the schools and intermarraige, these people would raise or
lower the general community standards.2 Therefore, he contended, in
lStaff Report, Arthur C. Churchill, on Kosciusko County, Indiana, 1945.
2rnterview, '.vithWaldo Adams, 1945 •
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- 71 the very interest

of their

own grandchildren,

oommunity would do well to take intelligent
to\"lard these nev/ly-settled

Christian

is a permanent settlement

up around the canning industries

at Austin,

somewhat in a former chapter.

nearly

folk took permanent residence.

another

under the trees.

front

them shelter.
load.

stated

all

people because of abuses to local,

effort

to be friendly

a.ndhelpful,

because of the local

Thus a vicious
it,

circle.

and did in instances

get sufficient

to give

war-e openly hostile
and even church prop-

people made a genuine

the effort

was sometimes met

cormnunity attitudes

Vias set up.
of individuals,

community support

From studying

and refused to mingle.

residents

On the other hand, when Christian

selve

in the

The school VIastoo small to care for the additional

erty.

above.

during one

He opened it to them just

On the one hand, some of the local

with rebuff

that

in houses and

around en the floor

Some of the new folkS were clannish,

to these

abcut a thousand

During the canning season

The Methodist pastor

room of the parsonage)'

This

Thero, in an uninccr-

thousand came, livi.ng here and there,

season he had these people sleeping

that grew

in Scott County.

poruted town, with four churches and five saloons,
of these

attitudes

peoples.

Another illustration

VIaSdiscussed

the people of the

mentioned

The churches tried

to

but were unable to

really to meet the crisis.

the 8i tuations

in these tV/Ocommunities alene,

one can see hew the door is open to clash or to Christian

solution.

lInterview,
Rev. Golden Northern and other community leaders,
in the :Methodist Church, Austin, Indiana, 1944.

- 72 When Missions Knock at Our Front Door
Why is this an "open door"?

It is because missions opportu-

nity has coma right to our front door, where not only people "sent
and commissioned" for special service can minister, but the people
of the churches, their very own selves, have an opportunity to
minister, in flesh and blood.
challenge of it.

They can grow.

They can feel the

They can get the thrill of it.

We send missionaries to the Southern Mountains.

While I do

not knew accurate figures, I do know that most of the people south
of Warsaw, and the people around Austin, are from the Southern Mountains.

I de know that the maj ority of the white Migrants coming to

our state are from t he Southern Mountain region.

The same problems,

the same lo.yalties that our missionaries find, are in these people.
And we can be the missienaries that have the 'soul satisfaction of
seeing the results.
The Indiana ~ployment

Division, as previously noted, listed

4,2.52 Texas Mexicans in Indiana in 1949.
to Spanish-speaking

Americans.

Again, we send missionaries

NeVI the people come to us. We do

not need to send missionaries to those who come, but we at the home
base can put into practice our Christian message.
This is one of the most ready-made laboratory schools for the
Christian Church that has ever been created.

Her youth, her men, her

women-- all can get the thrill from ministering in Christian friendship.

- 73 An "Open Jeor" Because of Response
It

is an "open door" because of the response.

persen scarcely
that

knows where he should take hold.

the language of Christiarl

shdp that
there

is genuine,

friendship,·

At first

But seon he finds

that

is Christian

is understood across any barrier,

is a. genuine response.

a

friend-

and tha.t

Man's' conscience is al':1!lYswith us,

and these felk are hungry for genuine love.
So the Migrant

and to rr;anyis a problem, to some a

COITieS,

chaLl.enge, but to t he Christian,
'I'he language

of love,

Christ's

an "open door" and effectua.llt~
love, bridges all barriers.

An "Open Door" of "Practice",

Not Just "Theoryu

There are reany realms where Christianity
or any other Christian
illustration,

daily

is stewardship.
of the familiar.
of reading,

perforce

devotional

is to the "Hoosier"

a matter of daily practice.
lif e is a matter

So is religiOUS education.

of pro ctice.

finance,

So

All these are a part

But to many, mi.ssi.ons are really

or absentee

For

or of reports

rratters

only

through missicn-

aries.
But suddenly the whole missions field
is,

walk i.ng down the street

through missionaries,

but to touch personally,

out of the questioning

To many this

Here it

in flesh and blood, not to minister

It looks at yeu out of the eyes of a little
of a. youth,

comes alive.

To send money to Africa. is fine,

child,

hesitancy

is so different,

that

to lift,

to

to redeem.

out of the smile

of adults.
somehowit doesn't

but to treat

click.

the colored man in

- 74 the snme town as a fellan ~hristian and as a fellow American citizen
with equal right, is a test of how real Christ's teachings are to
one.

It is possible to be very enthusiastic about Spanish missions,

but to recognize in the Mexican picker a fellow human being, a fellow
Christian, proves whet.her it is just sentiment or "bone deep". The
same applies to the Jamaican, or the Southern Mountaineer in our
midst.
One boy in the citrus valley of Texas said, "#0 like to go
to Indiana.

They treat us like human beings. ,,1 Quite the opposite

VJas spoken of another reception in another state.

Doubtless there

are folk in Indiana who would have given a negative reception, and
/

folk in the other state who would have given a positive reception.
But it shows how people form attitudes from the way we treat them.
One of the points of this whole program needing mest careful attention is to develop good and right community attitudes toward the
pickers.

Not all will be Christian at this point, but certainly

Christians should be.
Good Publicity
Good community attitudes can be developed by beld Christian
programs of ministry, accompained by good publicitye

One of tho

things about the program in Huntington County, when Keith Hanley
Vias

County Chairman of Migrant Work, was the fine program of pub-

licity, through newspaper, radio, and farm journal.2

One result

lInterview, with Miss Helen White, Midwestern Supervisor
Migrant Work, Home Missions Council of North America.
2Interview, with Rev. Keith Hanley, Chairman Huntington
County Migrant Committee.
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was that

agencies

of the

ccunt y and of the

itself,

wero unitedly

behind

the

forward

a pub'l i.c'lt y program through

the

the

local

there

is

totally
like

daily

neuspaper

a feoling

of pride

underwrite
Elwood,

will

thei.r

or lesser

vlor!: is

being

years.

A few citations

In both of these

Individual

have accomplished
the

similar

same can be stated

Both
communi.
ties,

results.

of every

from

counties

cOllElunity in the program.

pr-ograms financially.

degree

carried

the

of Huntington

Howard County has carried

suffice.l

in the

and Windfall,

greuter

prcgram.

city

In a

county where

forward.

Prejudice
It
dice

is never

in all

s,hadow the

p casd hLe to

individuals,
negative

but the

not being

yoild

to r-eae cn;

learn

to know a person,

leve
learn

But it

thro\,,1 open "nida the
you in to the

best

to

reason,

which

front
they

As mentioned

of reason,

genor'.:'.lly yoild

the

is to learn

have to

in the

but will

impotent.
not as a rule

experience.

to like

him.

To
By know-

by experj_~mce the warm-hear't ed

open-hearted

of a tra Her

Soon one viill

hospitality
circumstances,
or tent,

of the
can

and invite

offer.

previous

yeild

of preju-

can so over-

v!ill

to

even in adverse

deer

vestage

attitude

Span:"Lsh-speaking people.

to knew and appreciate
pecple,

last

more or less

a matter

VJill learn

of the

scut he rn white

yeild

will

it

usually,

soon a person

and loyalty

Christian

as to render

Prejudice,

in them,

overcome the

to

paragraph,
experience.

prejudice
The writer

does not
haa

-------------------------_.------------------------.----------------lSee

Appendix ~.

tried

both methods.

prejudice",

He has taught classes

on the subj ect of "race

and argument. have come back, and with rare exceptions

the hearers have gone away as firmly set in their

when they came.

convictions

as

At other time. he and his wife have deliberately

arranged inter-racial fellowship experiences, and have observed indifferent

or even prejudiced folk come out of one or two such ex-

per-Lencea admiring people of the other race, and willing to unashamedly take a public stand and defend t he rights of the people
of tho other race.
and to appreciate

To knoW people ie to learn to admire, to love,
them.

It i. one thing to hear a lecture on chemiatry.

It is

.nother thing to get in the laboratory and perform the experiment.
It is one thing to thrill at t he preaching on the problem of the
Migrant.

But to get out and be a Ghriatian friend to one, ia to

introduoe an experience into one'a own life that bringa one to a
permanently higher level of living.

Then, to reel the re.ponse

.",will

change life

permanentlY for the participant.

Instructional

Material That LaymenCan Use

Again and again came thiS question or a similar one, "I'd
like to help, but ..here do I take hold~"

There .ee",ed to b e a
ti n
need for .ome material that just an ..erday Chri. • layman who
felt the ohallenge to do thiS work .oould take hold of and therein
find some at least initial guidanoe in this field of ministry.
With thia in mind the writer prepared a .eries of eight four-page
oes
pamphlets, under the title, "Indiana Christian~ty Fa
Ito·open
Door' With Agrioultural

Migrant.".

The Gospel Trumpet Publishing

-77company, the publishing
printed

this

heuse for the Church of God, at Anderson,
tel

shade paper, eight
tbe
different
celbr , including white.
Thi. "'.S a gift tc
work
s
nd
frem the Church of God. }~l of the original three theus.
.re gene
new.

.pre.d

of eiglIt pamphlet. on pa.

Folder NO~~ w. a general pamphlet presenting
s

the Migrant

in Indi. .,
.nd a few besics in ministry to them. E!>lder
n
110. ?, was an analysis of the b.ckgrounds of Indiana Migrants, 'and

picture

presented
them.

seme specifiC

l

~_!IO.

Migrants,

ond lifted

o ch
in .ppr •
.nd ministrY to

technique.

dealt

speoific.llY

up specifiC

with the Spanish-spe.king

techniques

or ministry to them.

Folder No.4

a siJnple langU.ge leSSon in Spanish, so that t.h'
e
intere.ted
person ";'ght bave • r ... simplo word to est.blish
cont.ct
t
with Spanish-spe.king Migrants. f9lder !IP• ..i de.l with the

M

exacan Nationals.

_.--

with t he Negro Migrant.
na
time there wera a fow Ilegro Migrants in Indi. , but tho

.

tAt th.t

Folder Ne.

-

6 dealt

numbers have been very fe" through the year..
the writer
Folder 1I

doe. not knO\'!it.)
._].

0

de.l

t

with cooper.tion

task of Ministry to Migrants ..
The problem of minietry
difficult
untried

to~e.J.

in the Migrant re.lm i.

seem that way.

is the key, for a genuine Cbrietian

culture,

or economicS-

d .alt.;;! tn t hi>Jamaioan.

with other Christians

by .ny me."" as it e.ems.
t bat make. it

If there .re any now,

in thie

not ••

It ie the etrangeness
Genuine Christi.n

of the

friel!llship

smile bridge •• ny goP of l.nguage,
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This desire to help Migrants is not confined to t he Christian people of the counties where t he ministry to Migrants is car"
ried foruard.

There are Christian people in other communities as

well who feel the challenge. .They ask what they can do.
The original investment that Indiana made in the initial
project in Howard County was $100 as previouslY mentioned.

There

is no record of hau much the Home Missions Council put into the
project in addition, that year.
In the year 1944 the expenditures in the Migrant program
in the state of Indiana were $1,769.41 of which ~lt078.73 was
raised within the state, and the balance given by the Home Missions
21 00
Council.l In 1945 the .tate expenditure had grCl1n to $2,9 •
cf
which $2,023.76 was raised within the state.l
70
In 1945 from source. within the state $1,437.
came from
counties where ~ork wa. carried fc~ard,

$3$0 frcm the Indianapoli.

Council of Church'ilomen, $409.15 from the VlottlBn"Society ef Christian Service, and ~1,434.61 from intere.ted churches ever the state.
The figureS of this paragraph do not balance that of the preceding.
This i. income, and the fermer i. expenditure.

There was a ca.h

1
balance with which to begin the n~l year.
It waS e.timeted at the time that the expenditure fer 1946
1
would probably reach $3,500•
The 1950 Treasurer's Report does not give a state-wide
financial picture, compiling expenditure. from the angle of the

--------------------------------------------------------------lliinute. of Indiana Migr811t oommitte., January 23, 1946.
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Home Missions

oouncil within

the state, and those of local county

committees

and projects, but gives only tho funds passing through
l
the hands of the treasurer of the state committee.
It shoVis a
It shows
balance on hand at the beginning of the year of $419.97.

68

an in-state income of ~3Sl.29 directly from churche., $130.
Council of Ohurch Women, $,2.21 miscellaneouS

the Indiana

$1,134.18 total.
balance

of

from

income,

The expenditur •• were ~1.140.83, leaving a ca.h

~4l3.32.

By looking at th. figures cf three year., one can ••e that
much financial help come. from churches outside the counti •• where
work is going forward.

A .y.tem of voucherS in quardruplic.te has been used, the
original to go to the donor, the second copy for the county committe.,
the third for the stat. committee, and the fcurth for the Indiana
Council of Churches, .0 that a complete financial picture for the
state may be obtained.
Local Vacation

Bible School participation

Another item that bring. personal contact to those away from
e
the immediate field, ccme. through Vacation Bible School.. Somotia •
it take. the form of offerings, which are included in the above report under the items directly

from churches.

Sometimes bandcraft projects are made by the children of
the Bible SchoolS.

The most ""eful of the.e is the clean-uP kit,

made from oil cloth, or from an c1d cigar box, or one-half of an
ITreasurer's

Report, Indiana Migrant committee, January 1,

1950 through December 13, 19,0.

... 80 oatmeal

box-

The boxes, if used, can be covered with wall paper.

Into the kit goes a wash rag, a bar of scap , a tooth brush, tooth
paste or powder,
Vacation

8.nd a comb.

Bible School children,

and bloed children
ing.

These kits are lovely proj ects for
for they bear the appeal ef flesh

to whom the Bible School children are minister-

They are used in centers in the ~agrant program, fer there

the daily personal

clean-up

is a part of the routine, and each

child has his own clean-up kit assigned to him.
personal

estimate

from experience

It would be my

that between two und three hun-

dred of these could be used each season.
Small sewing kits likewise

are goed projects for Vacation

Bible School

children.

They are made by taking a cardboard about

five inches

in diameter,

and sewing cloth around this cardboard,

and then bringing

another

piece of cloth together

five inches above by means of a draw string.
ta pe meas ur-e, t hi"b le,
introductory

gift

a l!igrant

a l!igrant

of wor-k it waS.

tact that Migrant

a woodS.

to estimats
stances

immediately

others

recognized what type

thero were otber

as well.

Workers.

Worker

provi.ous con-

a home of co_workers,

and t. arrange
faotor.,

On sewing kits,

bow many migbt be used,

and starf

A !"lstcr and a Staff '/Iorker

and on the basiS or that

home became

to contact

ractor

bome.

wben the starr

She went and got a sowing kit toot a st.fr

Of Cour.e,

was a real

It makes a ni c.

home, and the l.dy

had given her in I!icbigan,

even belping

and noadles.

Into this goes a

to give to women or older girls

Worker ie approaching
were oontacting

thread,

about four or

for tbeir

for .ervices
but tbat
one scarcelY·

out in

... ing kit
knoWShow

use depends on circum-

It might vary between two and four hun-

dred in a season.
--"

~.------- ...----- ----__.....
..

..
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another project

for Vacation Bible School children,

but very limited

in quantity,

themes and staff

Workers can use them in their

their

is to cut out pictures

Migrant scheels

Migrant children to paste in scrap books.

very easy to get swampedwith too much material
It is a rich experience
a few local

children

Migrant children.

on any given
for

However, it is
of this

type.

for both groupS of children to have

share the Migrant school experience with the
Beth groupS of children

get a let from that ex-

perience.
Speakers
The Indiana Migrant committee maintains a staff
available
Vi a rd

at travel

cost.

Requests

ed by the Ind iana Council

Indianapolis,
direotly

Indiana.

for epeakers will

with Rev. Keith Hanley, Chair""n

Committee,
Treasurer

Gaeton,

Indiana,

Ext ens i en and Home iii.sions,

opeaker

will

tell

time contact

may be made
t
of the Indiana lligran

or with lIi6s Nora Angus, Secretary-

of the Gonnnittee, who.e address

Any of these Trill

alway. be for-

,19, Board of Trad e Build ing ,

of Ohurcbe.,

Or, at the present

of speakers,

The ohur ch

is the Board of Church
0f

God, Anders on, Ind ia na-

make the necessal'}' arrangements
you the upoto-date

etory

for a speaker.

The

of Migrant work in Indiana.

s
pictures
There is a set of elides

on Indiana

Migrant work, and current
n

printed

material,

always available

The Home lliesione
Street,

Chicago,

Illinois,

Aloo they have a sheet

Council

from MiSS Angus' office

of North America, 127 N. Dearborn

bae a fil1llstrip,
entitled,

in Ander.o •

"!lade in the U. S. A.".

''Where can we learn

more abeut Migrant

- 82 ...
work?"

That lists materials for the different age levels from small

,

ohi1dren through adults.

It alSO lists "Children of the Harvest"

another filmstrip, and "Nigrants in the Midwest" a set of 2"x2"nide
There are playS and pamphlets listed.

••

There are a1eo suggestions of

ways to help the program.

In...
service Training for Youth
One of tbe finest values of this ·open door" is the training
for young people who serve on the summer staff.

As mentioned pre-

viously, they work for a subsistence wage, whioh waS $30 a "eek plus
travel expense, in 1950.

In the group of staff Workers working in

Indiana there are generallY three or four of the permanent Staff, and
about ten or twelve of the summer staff.

The Disciples Cburoh bas

taken advantage of thiS summer staff opportunity for in-servioe training of its youth in a splendid way.

The Church haS paid for partial

support of its youth, in amounts up to one ba1f of tbe support, and
the other part of support has come from the field served.
University
the years.

Phillips

bas sent a steady stream of youth into tbis cbannel tbrough
Some churches bave sent cut full-time workers into tbis

field of service, and have fully underwritten their support.

FundS

thus used from parent churcbe• for the support of their own youth in
ns
Staff poeiti
are routed througb the Home Nissio
council offioe.
ons
vfuile there is as careful training of these young people ae
c
oan bo given in advance, it is utterly impossible to pre_in6tru t
on every point that may sri...
that.
lyon

The toal program i. too fluid for
e
once in the field, the Staff Worker will bav to relY direct-

God and on hi6 or her own ingenuity.

ThiS type of combination

of reliance developS a young Christian worker rapidly, if he or she

i'

I!

- 83 is capable of development.
There is anotber phase of training
mentioned

at this point.

In the program

of youth that should be
on the field, in connection

with the work of the staff Workers, there is work for many volunteer
youth "orker • From otrr looal cburcb, througb the years, there have
s
been ten young people who have so served and ao helped. Without exception, the experience has helped those young people.

or

those tan,

six are now .itber in full-time Christian .ervice, cr praparing so
to be.

While the Migrant work w.s not the factor that decided them

for full-time Cbristian service, it was excellent training.

CHAPTER VIII
THE FUTURE "OPEN DOOR"

m

INDIP.NA

At the present time it seems that Migrancy
part of cur economic
ple themselves,

system.

This is true beth because of the peo-

and also because there are perishable

demand much hand labor, and after these perishable
vested there

crops that

crops are har-

is no other medium in the same community to absorb the

excess labor.

The reason that these perishable

that they are remunerative
farmers will

is a permanent

continue

to the farmers.

crops are raised is

As long as they are,

to raise them.
We Can Continue

Therefore,
have opportunity
knewn as ~igrant.,
try

in that

facing

recognizing
to ministsr

ws should strive

tudes to b. Christian,

munity.

P.rhaps,
laber

will

the communityand Church atti-

sorv ic6s that can b. r.ndered to a

family b.com. p.rmanently

Howev. , wh.n that
r

individuals

carefully

and aeeking to solve root cause. wh.r. in-

ai-ist.
One of the most helpful

family is to help that

Thi. can b. d one by

of our program, p~nning

training

people

to do the be.t piece ef miniS-

realm of "hich ws are capable.

for each summer's ministry.

continue to

each year Ln Indiana t c thes,

it a. a permanent part

justices

that we will probably

is den.,

toke tho place left

aneth.r

rooted in a com-

family or grOUPof

vacant in transient

labor.

'soma day, through r •••• rch and planning thiS traneient

mark.t

can b. suppli.d

without

injUstic•s
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r.sulting

to families.

- ~ - c--'-"--"'--·

, tap'ss m

?G"U"

,

MWKi'r·
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injustices

... a or, c l.ldren being
is meant such things as ch~ld 1 b
h'

shut out of schoel, families having no way to invest in or reap the
benefits

of being citizens in a given community,

sult of prejudices,

and suffering

suffering as a re-

as a result of exploitation.

Back the Work in the state
The Christian

people of the state need to continue intel-

ligontly.t9 back their agencies of ministry in this fisld, viz.
the Indiana Jligrant cornnrl-ttee,
the Indiana Council cf Churches, and
the Indiana council of Church Wom.n.

The work can b e mad e light,

if many folk share the responsibility.

It can become increasingly

a thrill to Christians if they will giv• themselvss in Christian
friendliness

in this realm.

Sooner cr later there will be legislation presented in our
state legislature that will effect the Jligrant. We as citizens can
be ready to back any legislation that .ill minister to better ccnditions

fer these people.
On the Level of the Nation

On the naticnal level the U. S. Department cf Labor, and
especially the Children'S Bureau of tbe Department of Labor, Washington 2$, D. C., is .eeking to better the conditions of these
people.

An abundance cf material for study can be cbtained frcm

this source.
The National

council

of Churches

On November 27th, 1950, the convention convened at Cleveland,
Ohio, to form the Naticnal Council cf Churches.

At thie ccnvention

.1

the Home Missions Counoil of North America bocQllletho Division
lIi s sic

of the !lat io ... l Counoil cf the Churche. of Cbr;'st,

nB

United 'states
Illincio.

n

of Amerioa, .ddress

This Divisicn,

Home Miasions council
arm of protestantism

12'1 N. Dearbcr

fulfilling

streot,

the same office.

of Home

in the
Chicago 2,

as the former

conUnues to serve as the united

of lIorth ber;'ca,

in its ministry to Migrants.
Follcw Christ

As Cbr;'stia

n

VIe cannot

100 k

oppcrtunity
of Indiana
intc

it,

people,

we "ill

recognize

The conscience

in the name of Chri-at.

at ;.nj u sti ce and r emsin co",pla cent.

to help whore Christ

rather

continue

that

wouW help,

VIe eannof

and fail

to do it.

0 e.

an
We

Vie have an ·cpen door", end we vlill walk

than leaving

it

open for subversive,

of roen Ls on our side,

damaging elamems.

and sc Ls the living

Christ,

who said, " Ina SIllU ch as ye have done it unto one of t be le. st of the.e
my brethren,

ye have done it unto me."l

.-------------------------------.------------.--------------------.
lMatt• 25:40.

-------
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Migrant School Vlill End Term Next Weekend

Those persons in charge of the school and recreation
for the
Migrant VJorkers here were pleased Friday' night when approximately
150 attended the party for young people and adults given at the
Taylor street Jl:vangelical United Brethren Church. It was a large
increase over a week ago.
The young people of Parr Memorial 1!ethodist Church supervi~ed
the garr..es, end again there was a generous donation of cakes, which
was appreciated.
Next Friday night the young Friends of the Kokomodistrict
will be in charge.
In add ition to games and refreshments they
will bring Merle L. Davis to show pictures.
Merle DaviS is administrative
secretary of the American Friends Bcard of Missions,
and }1..as traveled allover
the Vlorld. He will show pictures from
Mexico or Palestine,
and will speak in Spanish.
The coming week will be the last of the school for child ron.
Since the worker frem the HomeMissions Council, at Chicago, has
moved to t he North KokomoWesleyan Church Viith the beginner's
department, the Council will send another worker to take charge
of t.he 'I'aylor street Church..
.
Mrs. Clyde Hcroho will supervise the morning sessions next
week, and Mrs. Earl Nelson will supervise in the afternoon.
Mrs.
Samnelson, who has been one of the supervisors,
has returned to
her Vlork as a religious
education teacher in the public schoolS.
There is still
a need for four or five volunteers to assist
the regular wcr ker with the babies.
Also these in charge would
appreciate volunteers to care fer the laundry for t.he nursery, all
it is not possible to send it to a commercial laundry and get it
back F'riday
soen asnight
needed.
a group of volunteers get tcgether and cleaned
the church and it is hoped others may give such service the coming
week. :Manypersons have helped in one way and another to carryon
the school and those in charge have been grateful
for all that has
been dene •

.------------.---------------------.--------------------------lKokemo Tribune, (S.eptember 6,.1947), p. 2.

Instructor

for Migrant Children

l

Here Named by Council of Churches

S

Miss Cristina' Moreno, a junior in Mount Pleasant state Teaoher '
College, l.!ichigan, will serve as an instructor
in Howard County
this fall :when schoolS are OpoIled for the children of Migrant VTorker-a, under the sponsorship of tho Howard County Council of Churches.
Yiss Moreno worked with Migrants at Tipton last year and was in
Howard County for a few days.
At the death of her mother when she was a small child, Cristina
and her family settled in central Michigan, where her father is a
minister in a settlement
of his own people, Spanish Americans.
MisS Moreno is Vlerking her way through the teachers'
college
and for the past four summers has wor-ked under the HomeMissions
Ceuncil witli the Migrant Vlorkers.
During tho last year the missionary societies
of the Federated
Missions, including nearly 20 local societies,
have sent ip2S each
month to the girl to help her.
The Rev. Charles Kramer, pastor of the Mount Zion Evangelical
U. B. Church, chairman of the Oounty Migrant Committee, announces
that the Committee will meet at 10 :00 0' clock Thursday morning,
May 4, at the Y. M. C. A. He invites all interested
persons to
attend.
Migrant School Has So Children
Local Churches Combine Efforts

vaily2

to ~id Project

A final report of the Howard County Migrant Committee was made
this week by Lloyd Snyder, chairman of the committee for 1949. The
main feature
of the work this year in the constructive
ministry to
the laborers who come to the county for the towato season was a
three-week Migrant scheol.
This school was conducted at the Neighborhood House and received the splendid response and cooperat1.cn of
many churches and community groups throughout the county.
jJuring the three-weel: period there was an average attendance of
50 children in the school. These children wer'e picked up by bus and
automobiles and returned home at the close of the day. The schedule
for the Migrant school includ ed various educai:icna1 activities,
Bible
lessons and stories,
singing and c:eative act~vi~Y.
At noon each
do the Migrant children VTereproVJ.ded a nounsh:tng. hot meal.
.
Y Th e churches serving the meals included the FJ.rst CongregatJ.onCh ~Sti n Parr Memorial Methodist, Clavary Baptist,
Darrough
al
rJ.s a 'Vethodist
courtland Avenue Friends, Wain Street Chrise Christian
Chapel, Gtrhacs'0'
First Presbyterian,
Cloverdale Methodist,
t..'ian Sou
l.
e'
.
Christian,
Zion Evangelical Um.ted
Bret hren, an d t he st •
Rl.ch Valley
J: 1 United Brethren, which served two meals during
Luke's Evange .r ca
24,

1948),

lKokcmo Tribune,

(~pril

p. 2.

~okcmo Tribune,

(September 23, 1949), p. 2.

..91 the three-~eek

period.
others

Contributed

In addition to serving meals many of the same churches gave financial aid to help vlith the inCidental expenses of the Migrant
school.
Other churches who were not privileged to serve meals made
financial
contributions
that helped much in the success of the work.
These extra gifts came from Center Congregational Christian,
Cassville Methodist, Union street Friends, Main Street Methodist,
Taylor Street Evangelical United Brethren, st. John's Lutheran, end
\'layman African Methodist Episcopal youth Guild.
The Highland Park
Church vias in charge of the baby department of the Migrant school.
The HomeEconomics Clubs that contributed money for the work of
the school included the HomeService Club, Jackson Township, Clay
Township, Howard Township, Liberty Township, Harrison Township,
and Progressive Club of Center Township.
Vonations of supplies for the Migrant school came from the fol ..
lowing business concerns: A.& P. Grocery, Dietzen's Bakery, Schwengar's Bakery, Maher's Bakery, Mrs. William Kennedy, Main and llarkland Variety Store, Muir's Drugs, Gerhart's
Drugs, Armstrong-Landen
Company, Mrs. Vaisinger, Colonial Bakery. The WaymanA.M. E.
Church provided approximately 100 quarts of milk and 30 bexes ef
graham crackers.
Other individuals
made personal contributions
to this significant
work.
To all the organizati ens, the individuals,
and business houses
who helped in providing the necessary supplies for the school, tho
committee expresses its deepest gratitude and thanks.
'l'hree special social and spiritual
fellowship meetings Vlere
conducted for the adult Migrant workers and their families.
These
services were held on Friday evenings and the average attendanoe
was W for the three nights.
Many of the workers found help and
strength from the inspiration
of these meetings and expressed a
deep appreciatiol1 for them.
Assisting in the Migrant sohool was Mrs. Sheldon Duecker who
acted as director.
The churches of the oounty provided many volunteer workers to aid in the supervision.
Mr-a, William Trottier
was in charge of the meals.
~'he county committee included in addition to the above named persons, the Rev. George Holsten, Rev.
Dc na Ld Klinger, Rev. Fred Hill, l..rrs. Earl Nelson, Mrs. Paul Simmons,
Rev. Allen Watson, end Rev. W. J. Briggs.
The Rev. Robert A. Byerly
<t'sted
in the wcrk as the executive secretary of the Howard County
aSgl
" t"
Council of Churches, which is the co-ordJ.l1a
ang group f or tl16 ccun t y
Figrant

work.
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16 accomyear and tentative
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